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ABSTRACT 
 
   A grand challenge in materials chemistry is the synthesis of macromolecules and polymers 
with precise shapes and architectures. Polymer microstructure and architecture strongly affect the 
resulting functionality of advanced materials, yet understanding the static and dynamic properties 
of these complex macromolecules in bulk has been difficult due to their inherit polydispersity. 
Single molecule studies have provided a wealth of information on linear flexible and semi-
flexible polymers in dilute solutions. However, few investigations have focused on industrially 
relevant complex topologies (e.g., star, comb, hyperbranched polymers) in industrially relevant 
solution conditions (e.g., semi-dilute, concentrated). Therefore, from this perspective there is a 
strong need to synthesize precision complex architectures for bulk studies as well as complex 
architectures compatible with current single molecule techniques to study static and dynamic 
polymer properties.   
In this way, we developed a hybrid synthetic strategy to produce branched polymer 
architectures based on chemically modified DNA. Overall, this approach enables control of 
backbone length and flexibility, as well as branch grafting density and chemical identity. We 
utilized a two-step scheme based on enzymatic incorporation of non-natural nucleotides 
containing bioorthogonal dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) functional groups along the main 
polymer backbone, followed by copper-free “click” chemistry to graft synthetic polymer 
branches or oligonucleotide branches to the DNA backbone, thereby allowing for the synthesis 
of a variety of polymer architectures, including three-arm stars, H-polymers, graft block 
copolymers, and comb polymers for materials assembly and single molecule studies.   
Bulk materials properties are also affected by industrial processing conditions that alter 
polymer morphology. Therefore, in an alternative strategy we developed a microfluidic-based 
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approach to assemble highly aligned synthetic oligopeptides nanostructures using microscale 
extensional flows. This strategy enabled reproducible, reliable fabrication of aligned hierarchical 
constructs that do not form spontaneously in solution. In this way, fluidic-directed assembly of 
supramolecular structures allows for unprecedented manipulation at the nano- and mesoscale, 
which has the potential to provide rapid and efficient control of functional materials properties.  
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1
 
1.1 Introduction 
Long chain macromolecules play an indispensable role in modern society. Synthetic 
polymers are used in a wide array of industrial applications, whereas natural polymers facilitate 
fundamental life processes. The molecular properties of polymer chains ultimately determine the 
emergent bulk properties of polymeric materials. In particular, the intrinsic chemical and 
physical properties of polymers, in conjunction with processing conditions, give rise to 
polymeric materials with desired function. For many years, bulk characterization techniques such 
as rheometry and light scattering have been used to infer polymer orientation, conformation, and 
microstructure at equilibrium and during non-equilibrium processing. Recently, single molecule 
techniques have enabled the direct observation of polymer chains in far-from-equilibrium 
conditions, thereby providing a window into the molecular structure and behavior of single 
polymers. In this way, single polymer studies have the potential to reveal fundamentally new 
information regarding the processing properties and static and dynamic morphology of 
polymeric materials. Ultimately, single polymer techniques can elucidate the relationship 
between molecular scale properties and bulk-level macroscopic material response. Improved 
understanding of the link between the molecular scale and macroscopic properties will allow for 
the design and development of advanced polymeric materials with desired function. However, in 
order to achieve the full potential and promise of single molecule techniques, these new methods 
must be brought to bear on polymers with complex architectures and heterogeneous chemistries, 
reaching far beyond the current state-of-the-art. 
In the realm of synthetic polymers, advances in synthetic organic polymerization have led to 
                                                 
1 Marciel, A. B.; Schroeder, C. M. Journal of Polymer Science Part B: Polymer Physics 2013, 
51, 556-566. 
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fine scale control over chain length and monomer arrangement, thereby enabling the creation of 
well-defined architectures with tunable self-assembly behavior.
1,2,3,4
 Development of new 
synthesis techniques has spurred the use of synthetic organic polymers in a vast array of 
applications, most notably in the fields of microelectronics,
5,6,7
 energy
7,8 
and biotechnology.
9,10,11
 
However, inexpensive and rapid production of synthetic organic polymers with determinate bulk 
properties remains a significant challenge for several reasons. First, the structural heterogeneity 
of the latent polymer microstructure can give rise to variable properties. In addition, industrial 
processing conditions can affect polymer morphology, which makes bulk materials properties 
difficult to predict from primary sequence alone. From this perspective, single molecule 
techniques can provide an improved understanding of dynamic polymer conformation and 
microstructure, which will provide insight into bulk materials properties and influence the design 
and implementation of new processes for polymer engineering.  
During processing, polymer chains often exhibit complex behavior when exposed to fluid 
flows and large deformation strains. Fluid flows including extensional, shear, and linear mixed 
flows can stretch and orient polymer chains, thereby resulting in non-Newtonian macroscopic 
behavior such as flow-dependent viscosity and turbulent-drag reduction.
12
 Classically, 
birefringence
13,14 
and light scattering
15,16 
techniques were employed to infer information on chain 
orientation and stretching behavior in strong flows. However, results from these bulk-level 
studies provide an indirect view of polymer microstructure based on ensemble averages of 
polydisperse systems.
 
In recent years, single molecule techniques (e.g., fluorescence microscopy, 
optical tweezers, magnetic tweezers) have enabled the direct observation and manipulation of 
polymer microstructure.
17,18
 A true renaissance of polymer physics began when single molecules 
of DNA were stained with fluorescent dye, thereby enabling observation of real-time chain 
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dynamics directly via fluorescent videomicroscopy.
17,19
 
Double stranded DNA (DNA) is ideally suited for single polymer studies. Monodisperse 
samples of short and long-chain DNA sequences are routinely prepared via polymerase chain 
reaction or extracted from genomic sources. Furthermore, DNA is readily soluble in aqueous 
solutions, and natural DNA is amenable to non-natural chemical modifications. In addition, the 
molecular properties of semi-flexible DNA facilitates single molecule visualization,
20
 and the 
intrinsic monodispersity of genomic or phage DNA highly simplifies analysis.
21
 For many years, 
bacteriophage lambda DNA (-DNA) has served as the most widely used DNA sample for single 
molecule studies due to its commercial availability and long contour length (16.3 µm) that is 
readily visualized using optical microscopy.
22
 Pioneering single polymer experiments relied on 
-DNA tethered to microspheres manipulated via optical tweezing. These experiments 
investigated entanglement dynamics,
23
 relaxation,
24
 elasticity,
25
 and scaling of diffusion 
coefficients.
26
 Flow-based experiments have explored non-equilibrium chain dynamics in planar 
extensional flow and shear flow.
27
 Fluid flows can stretch flexible polymers into highly 
deformed states far from equilibrium, which has allowed for direct observation of the coil-stretch 
transition,
28,29
 conformational hysteresis,
30
 and shear thinning properties.
31 
These early 
experiments were instrumental in establishing single molecule studies as the premier approach to 
test long standing theories and to elucidate new phenomena in polymer physics. 
For over 20 years, DNA has retained its status as the model polymer for single molecule 
studies. However, DNA is a semi-flexible polymer with a relatively large persistence length lp  
53 nm, approximately two orders of magnitude larger than most synthetic polymers (e.g., 
polyethylene lp   0.57 nm).
21
 In addition, natural DNA is a linear polymer, whereas most 
industrially-relevant polymers have exceedingly complex architectures, including side-chain 
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branches or comb shapes. Therefore, new model polymer systems that are truly flexible and can 
accommodate complex branching or heterogeneous chemistries are critically required for bulk 
and molecular-level studies. In this way, researchers will be able to fully capitalize on single 
molecule methods to explore the dynamic and static properties of industrially relevant polymers.  
Strikingly, research in single polymer techniques has not extended far beyond linear chains 
of DNA in dilute solution (Figure 1.1). There is a dearth of single molecule studies of synthetic 
polymers, and exceedingly few on polymer chains with complex architectures. To overcome 
these challenges, we have developed template-directed synthesis platforms to produce non-
natural DNA based branched polymers and hybrid DNA block copolymers for materials 
assembly and single polymer investigations. In this way, we have generated the first single 
molecule studies on complex polymer architectures. 
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1.2 Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic showing the current state of polymer dynamics investigations. In our 
work, we have developed complex polymer architectures (red) for fundamental static and 
dynamic polymer investigations.    
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CHAPTER 2: TEMPLATE-DIRECTED SYNTHESIS OF STRUCTURALLY DEFINED 
BRANCHED POLYMERS
1
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The development of advanced materials critically relies on the synthesis of structurally 
defined and sequence-defined polymers. Precise control over the spatial position of chemical 
groups along a polymer chain backbone holds the key to generating polymers that can self-
assemble into hierarchical supramolecular structures or perform complex functions. To this end, 
extensive efforts have been focused on the development of synthetic methods that can provide 
simultaneous control over polymer composition, topology, and chemical functionality with a 
high degree of polymer chain uniformity. 
1-7
 Several synthetic strategies have been developed in 
recent years with increased control over polymer chain properties, including controlled living 
radical polymerization based on stable free radicals, degenerative transfer, and atom transfer 
radical polymerizations (ATRP). 
2, 9-10
 ATRP has been used to produce architecturally complex 
polymers including star, comb/brush, and hyperbranched topologies with controlled molecular 
weights and narrow molecular weight distributions. 
11-18
 However, ultimate control over 
macromolecular structure and molecular weight distribution has yet to be achieved using purely 
synthetic methods.  
To overcome these challenges, techniques from molecular biology and solid-phase synthesis 
have been used to produce monodisperse, sequence-defined peptide-based and nucleic acid-
based polymers. 
1-10
 In this way, the natural self-assembly behavior of double-stranded DNA has 
been exploited to generate functional materials due to predictable secondary structure formation. 
19
 In particular, biomimetic or biohybrid polymers based on DNA are able to self-assemble by 
directed hydrogen bond formation via oligonucleotide hybridization. As a consequence, several 
                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission from Marciel, A.B.; Mai, D.J.; Schroeder, C.M. Macromolecules 2015, 48, 1296-1303. 
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.  
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DNA nanostructures are comprised of rationally designed, chemically synthesized 
oligodeoxynucleotides. 
19-22
 DNA nanostructures have also been constructed using monodisperse 
samples of short and long-chain DNA sequences, which are routinely prepared via polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) or extracted from genomic sources (e.g. M13 phage DNA). Enzymatic 
template-directed synthesis enables rapid production of monodisperse and sequence-defined 
DNA-based polymers. Despite these key advantages, however, natural DNA lacks the broad 
chemical diversity generally provided by synthetic polymers that are routinely employed as 
functional materials.  
In order to incorporate chemical functionality into nucleic acid polymers, DNA can be 
readily modified using a variety of approaches. DNA block-copolymers (DBCs) have been 
synthesized via covalent attachment of oligonucleotides to synthetic organic polymers, thereby 
allowing for self-assembly and tuning of behavior by controlling one or both blocks. 
23
 Recently, 
amphiphilic DBCs exhibiting micelle-like assembly behavior have been synthesized, and these 
structures have proven useful for applications in biotechnology and nanomedicine. 
24-26
 The first 
generation of DBCs was based on a linear chain architecture, whereas many industrially relevant 
synthetic organic polymers are known to have exceedingly complex topologies. Therefore, an 
alternative class of DBCs with branched architectures was subsequently synthesized consisting 
of synthetic polymer backbones with randomly grafted DNA side chains. This strategy has been 
used to synthesize comb polymer architectures based on polyacrylic acid backbones for single-
nucleotide polymorphism detection, 
27
 ROMP-derived backbones for DNA detection, 
28, 29
 
biodegradable polypeptide backbones for hydrogel formation, 
30
 and poly(peptide) nucleic acid 
amphiphiles for nanoparticle formation. 
31
 These synthetic strategies, however, do not allow for 
precise control over branch placement, grafting density, and chain uniformity. 
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In a related approach, a handful studies have focused on synthesizing DNA backbones with 
grafted polymer side-chains. Here, DNA intercalators can be used to crosslink double-stranded 
DNA upon UV irradiation, followed by covalent attachment of synthetic polymers. 
32-34
 This 
strategy produces monodisperse backbone molecular weights via plasmid DNA, however, it 
similarly lacks precise control over branch density and placement. A subsequent investigation 
used the ability of DNA polymerase to incorporate non-natural nucleotide triphosphates 
containing large polymer modifications in a template-dependent manner. 
35
 However, 
nucleotides containing substantial chemical modifications exhibited exceedingly poor fidelity by 
a natural DNA polymerase, which inhibits manipulation of branch length and chemical identity. 
From this perspective, there remains a strong need for the development of new techniques and 
methods allowing for precise topological control of polymers. 
In this work, we demonstrate a versatile synthesis method to produce monodisperse and 
architecturally precise branched polymers based on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) backbones. In 
particular, we use a hybrid enzymatic graft-onto synthesis method, thereby allowing for precise 
control over side branch placement along ssDNA backbones. First, we utilize the natural ability 
of Pwo superyield DNA polymerase to enzymatically incorporate chemically-modified DBCO-
dUTP monomers in a template-directed fashion. Next, we employ copper-free “click” chemistry 
to directly graft natural oligonucleotides or synthetic polymer side branches onto ssDNA 
backbones. In this way, we systematically produce a variety of branched ssDNA architectures 
including three-arm stars, H-polymers, and graft block copolymers with uniform composition, 
topology, and chemical identity. From a broad perspective, this synthetic strategy could provide 
a useful method for the facile production of polymers with model topologies for structure-
property relationship studies. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 
Backbone synthesis. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to generate monodisperse linear 
DNA with high degrees of spatial control over functional groups (i.e. grafting sites) along the 
polymer backbone. In this way, we use PCR as a template-directed synthesis method to produce 
chemically-modified DNA that serves as the main chain backbone for branched polymers. 
Template DNA sequences are designed by positioning dATP nucleotides along a double-
stranded DNA backbone such that dATP is present only in the complementary strand of the 
desired product single-stranded DNA. DNA templates (Integrated DNA Technologies, 1 ng) are 
enzymatically amplified in the presence of reverse and forward DNA oligonucleotide primers 
(Integrated DNA Technologies, 200 nM), dATP, dGTP, dCTP (New England BioLabs, 200 
µM), DBCO-dUTP nucleotide (Jena Biosciences, 200 µM), Pwo superyield buffer (Roche, 1.5 
mM MgSO4), and Pwo superyield polymerase (Roche, 1 unit) using a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch 
Thermal cycler via the following protocol: 94 °C for 30 seconds, [94 °C for 15 seconds, 57 °C 
for 30 seconds, 72 °C for 20 seconds] repeated 25X, 72 °C for 4 minutes. In this way, we are 
able to produce a double-stranded DNA product such that one strand contains the chemically 
modified DBCO-dUTP nucleotide with precise control over the location. PCR amplicons are 
purified using an Amicon spin column (10 kDa MWCO) at 7500 g for 50 minutes in a Thermo 
Scientific Sorvall Legend RT+ centrifuge. Final concentrations were determined via absorption 
at 254 nm using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer. 
 
Graft-onto branching reaction. Strain-promoted [3 + 2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) 
was used to produce branched DNA polymers. DBCO-modified amplicons (concentration 
determined via absorption at 254 nm) are reacted with 10-fold molar excess azide-modified 
branch molecules for 12 hours at 70 °C while shaking at 300 RPM using an Eppendorf 
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Thermomixer in standard reaction buffer (300 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris/Tris HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM 
EDTA). In this work, side branches are varied to include DNA oligonucleotides and synthetic 
polymers of different molecular weight. 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is used to characterize linear polymer 
precursors and branched polymer architectures. Polyacrylamide gels (12%) are first equilibrated 
in 1X TBE buffer (Bio-Rad) for 20 minutes at 60 V via a Bio-Rad PowerPac Basic.  Branched 
polymer samples (2 µL) were pre-stained with SYBR Gold nucleic acid gel stain (1X, Life 
Technologies) and run at 60 V until samples entered the gel matrix, followed by a standard run at 
120 V for 60 minutes. Polyacrylamide gels are imaged using an appropriate excitation/emission 
filter (e.g. ethidium bromide filter) using a Foto/Analyst FX (FotoDyne Incorporated). Dual 
colored polyacrylamide gels are imaged with SYBR Gold and Cy5 filters using a Bio-Rad Gel 
Doc. In all cases, branched polymer samples are run on gels containing a low molecular weight 
DNA ladder as a size standard (New England BioLabs).  
Denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography. Denaturing high-performance liquid 
chromatography (DHPLC) was used to isolate final polymer products based on ssDNA branched 
polymers (Agilent Technologies 1100 series LC). First, double-stranded DNA branched 
polymers are heated to 70 °C for 2.5 minutes and injected onto poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) 
particle reversed-phase columns (Agilent Technologies, PLRP-S) heated to 70 °C. In this way, 
the template molecule and branched polymer architecture are denatured during column 
purification, thereby enabling facile separation and isolation via differences in size and 
hydrophobicity. The mobile phase was 0.1 M triethylammonium acetate (TEAA) buffer at pH 7, 
and products were eluted using a linear acetonitrile gradient (0-100% over 100 minutes) in 0.1 M 
TEAA using a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min. Samples are monitored in real-time via UV-absorbance 
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at 254 nm, and isolated products are concentrated via a miVac Duo Concentrator (Genevac) and 
resuspended in the appropriate buffer for chemical characterization.  
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry. Samples isolated from 
DHPLC were resuspended in 12 µL distilled, deionized water (ddH2O). In order to rapidly assay 
the samples before MALDI, a small amount of sample is analyzed using polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis to assess sample integrity and purity. Polymer molecular weights are then 
determined (1 µL sample with 1 µL 3-hydroxypicolinic acid (3HPA)) using matrix-assisted laser 
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (UltrafleXtreme MALDI/TOF-TOF, Bruker Daltonics). 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
In this work, we demonstrate a method to synthesize structurally defined polymers based on 
chemically modified DNA. Using this approach, we generate branched polymers consisting of 
ssDNA backbones containing chemically grafted ssDNA branches or synthetic polymer branches 
at precise locations (Figure 2.1). The synthetic method is a two-step process consisting of 
enzymatic template-directed synthesis via PCR, followed by a graft-onto reaction using copper-
free “click” chemistry. First, PCR is used to enzymatically amplify custom oligonucleotide DNA 
templates, thereby enabling precise placement of bioorthogonal reactive sites that serve as 
branch points along a polymer backbone (Figure 2.1a). Due to the template-directed nature of 
PCR, total replacement of natural dTTP nucleotides with modified 5-dibenzylcyclooctyne dUTP 
(DBCO-dUTP) nucleotides allows for precise and exact placement of reactive sites along one 
strand of a double stranded DNA backbone (Figures 2.1a and 2.1b). Prior work has shown that 
several native and engineered DNA polymerases (e.g. Pwo, Pfu, Vent (exo-), Deep Vent (exo-), 
KOD Dash) directly incorporate non-natural nucleotides with modifications at the C5 position of 
pyrimidine and the C7 and C8 positions of purine. 
36-37
 In this study, we use the high fidelity Pwo 
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DNA polymerase to incorporate chemically modified DBCO-dUTP nucleotides, which contain a 
DBCO moiety linked to the C5 position of the pyrimidine nucleobase. 
Following PCR, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis is used to qualitatively assay for the 
desired reaction product, which is indicated by the appearance of a single product band at the 
desired molecular weight (Figure 2.2). Negative controls show negligible evidence of product 
formation (e.g. absence of dTTP or non-natural DBCO-dUTP nucleotide yields no product), 
which is expected based on the high fidelity of Pwo DNA polymerase. In this way, we are able to 
generate precursor DNA templates for a variety of topologies including 3-arm stars (Figure 2.2), 
H-polymers (Figure 2.3), and block graft copolymers (Figure 2.4). To quantitatively assay for 
incorporation of non-natural DBCO-dUTP nucleotides, we utilized a combination of reversed-
phase denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) and MALDI mass 
spectrometry. DHPLC allows for resolution of ssDNA polymers (<100 nucleotides) of identical 
length and differing base composition. 
38
 Using this approach, we are able to isolate the desired 
product ssDNA strands containing non-natural DBCO from the complementary natural template 
strands for 3-arm star templates (Figure 2.5), H-polymer templates (Figure 2.6), and block graft 
copolymer templates (Figure 2.7). Finally, in all cases, the identity of polymer templates is 
unambiguously determined via MALDI mass spectrometry (Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10). 
Following chemical characterization of linear polymer precursors, strain-promoted [3 + 2] 
azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) was employed to covalently attach azide-terminal side 
branch polymers to DBCO-dsDNA products, thereby producing branched polymer architectures 
(Figures 2.1a and 2.1b). SPAAC reactions are ideal for DNA modification due to 
bioorthogonality, as well as high solvent and functional group tolerance. 
39-41
 Using this 
approach, we designed oligonucleotide sequences with 1, 2, or 5 bioorthogonal branch sites, thus 
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facilitating formation of three-arm star, H-polymer, and graft block copolymer architectures, 
respectively (Figure 2.1c).  
Three-arm star polymers are the simplest branched architectures consisting of three linear 
polymer chains attached to a single central core. 
3, 42
 Three-arm star topologies have gained 
interest because branch number, branch length, and chemical identity can be independently 
modified to manipulate bulk morphologies. 
3, 42
 We began by synthesizing homopolymeric three-
arm star architectures with 25-mer oligonucleotide symmetric arms via attachment of an azide-
terminal 25-mer oligonucleotide to the central monomer (corresponding to base 26) of a 51 base 
pair DBCO-dsDNA product. . Following chemical synthesis and purification, three-arm star 
polymers were analyzed via polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and exhibited reduced 
electrophoretic mobility through the gel matrix as compared to linear DNA or negative control 
samples consisting of reactions using linear dsDNA without DBCO modifications (Figure 
2.11a). These results are consistent with previous studies that have shown substantially reduced 
electrophoretic mobility of branched architectures produced by DNA hybridization, that is, 
branched DNA-based polymers formed by non-covalent base pairing (hydrogen bonding) rather 
than covalent bond formation. 
43-46
 Retardation of electrophoretic mobility in branched 
architectures is thought to be caused by a combination of increased molecular mass and 
topological entanglements within the confining gel pores. 
43-46
 Interestingly, three-arm star 
polymer products generally displayed complex banding patterns with two distinct bands on 
polyacrylamide gels. Nevertheless, MALDI mass spectrometry results clearly show that the 
linear backbone precursor contains only a single DBCO modification and that only a single 
branch is added following the grafting reaction (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.8). From this view, we 
believe that the dual banding pattern is likely due to the complexities of the electrophoretic 
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mobility of unique topological structures in polyacrylamide gels rather than a cryptic branch 
incorporation site. In a second set of experiments, we synthesized three-arm star architectures 
using Cy5 modified azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotides, thereby allowing for direct 
visualization of the ssDNA branch in the three-arm star polymers within the polyacrylamide gel 
matrix (Figure 2.11b). Colocalization of Cy5 and SYBR Gold signals in the shifted gel band 
indicates formation of the three-arm star architecture (Figure 2.11b).  
We isolated the three-arm star polymer based on solely on ssDNA using DHPLC (Figure 
2.11c). In order to purify three-arm star topologies from linear polymer precursors, we used a 
poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) column with 300 Å pore size. Fractions were collected based on 
peak intensity and subsequently concentrated and resuspended in ddH2O for analysis via 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Figure 2.11d). In this way, DHPLC peaks can be correlated 
with electrophoretic mobility in order to determine separation resolution and product identity. 
Interestingly, the ssDNA three-arm star architecture shows a shorter retention time (25 minutes) 
compared to the complementary linear template oligonucleotide (27 minutes) under these 
conditions. We conjecture that this behavior could arise from a reduction in radius of gyration 
(Rg) for the branched polymer topology. Following DHPLC, we used MALDI mass spectrometry 
to determine the molecular weight of polymer samples in peak fractions (Table 2.1). In this way, 
we find that the three-arm star topology indeed corresponds to samples with reduced 
electrophoretic mobility (Figure 2.12), which also agrees with two-color fluorescence imaging 
in polyacrylamide gels. 
The graft-onto synthesis method allows for the chemical identity of the side branches in a 
branched polymer to be varied in a fairly straightforward manner. To this end, we synthesized a 
AB2 miktoarm star architecture consisting of one poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) branch and two 
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oligonucleotide branches. We began by linking a linear monofunctional mPEG-azide polymer 
(Creative PEGWorks, MW 10 kDa) to the central monomer (corresponding to base 26) of a 51 
base pair DBCO-dsDNA polymer. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis showed reduced mobility 
consistent with the formation of a branched polymer architecture as well as a multiple banding 
pattern observed for homopolymeric stars (Figure 2.13a). In this case, the multiple banding 
pattern could arise due to a combination of topology and the intrinsic polydispersity of the 10 
kDa mPEG-azide polymer. Following synthesis, miktoarm stars are isolated using DHPLC on a 
poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) column with a 4000 Å pore size (Figure 2.13b). Polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis analysis of peak fractions obtained by DHPLC revealed nearly complete 
separation of the template oligonucleotide and miktoarm star architecture (Figure 2.13c), which 
was confirmed via MALDI mass spectrometry (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.14). In a second set of 
experiments, we decreased the average molecular weight of the PEG branch 10-fold (MW 1 
kDa) and observed only a slight reduction in electrophoretic mobility compared to negative 
control reactions without DBCO-dsDNA. Nevertheless, the final miktoarm architecture was 
readily purified using DHPLC, followed by characterization using MALDI (Table 2.1 and 
Figures 2.15 and 2.16). Based on these results, this strategy allows for the synthesis of branched 
hybrid biopolymers with variable branch length and branch chemical identity. 
Moving beyond homopolymer and heteropolymer three-arm stars, we also synthesized H-
polymers, which consist of two branch points located at distal ends of a linear backbone (Figure 
2.17). In this way, we effectively increased the structural complexity of the polymer topologies 
that are accessible using this method. First, a symmetric H-shape polymer was synthesized via 
attachment of azide-terminated oligonucleotide (17-mer dTTP) branches to monomers at 
positions 18 and 36 along a 53 base pair dsDNA-DBCO template, thereby yielding an H-shaped 
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polymer architecture with 17-mer branches and a 17-mer cross-bar (Figure 2.17). Symmetric H-
polymers showed a reduction in electrophoretic mobility similar to three-arm stars in the 
polyacrylamide gel matrix compared to negative control reactions in the absence of DBCO 
(Figure 2.17a). Interestingly, the symmetric H-polymer architecture has a larger molecular 
weight (28.1 kDa) compared to the three-arm star architecture (24.1 kDa), however, the H-
polymer sample generally exhibits a higher electrophoretic mobility in polyacrylamide gel. A 
higher mobility for H-polymers can be attributed to a combination of branch placement and 
branch number, such that terminally branched architectures behave more similarly to linear 
polymers, and addition of successive branches does not significantly change mobility, at least for 
low grafting densities.
43-46
 This effect may also contribute to the apparent weakening of the 
multiple banding pattern for H-polymers in polyacrylamide gels compared to 3-arm-stars.  
We also synthesized symmetric H-polymers using Cy5 modified azide-terminal 17-mer 
dTTP oligonucleotides. Two-color polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis clearly shows 
colocalization of Cy5 and SYBR Gold fluorescence signals, thereby indicating formation of 
symmetric H-polymer structures (Figure 2.17b). Symmetric H-polymers were also synthesized 
with homopolymeric dATP side branches, which behaved similarly to symmetric H-polymers 
with homopolymeric dTTP side branches (Figures 2.18-2.21). Finally, we isolated the product 
H-polymer structures based on ssDNA using DHPLC, followed by molecular weight 
determination by MALDI (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.18-2.21). In all cases, MALDI mass 
spectrometry confirmed the synthesis of the target H-polymer product. 
We further increased the topological complexity of structurally defined polymers by 
synthesizing an asymmetric H-polymer architecture containing both a 17-mer and a 25-mer arm 
on each distal end of a crossbar. In particular, we attached azide-terminated 25-mer 
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oligonucleotides to monomer positions 18 and 36 along a 53 base pair dsDNA-DBCO product. 
Interestingly, the asymmetric H-polymer structure exhibited three shifted bands with the middle 
band visibly dominate in the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis (Figure 2.22a), which 
was not observed for the symmetric H-polymer architecture shown in Figure 2.17. 
Colocalization of Cy5 and SYBR Gold fluorescence signals in the polyacrylamide gel indicates 
the presence of branched architectures in all three bands (Figure 2.22b), however, this result 
alone does not rule out the possibility of a mixture of single and double branched architectures. 
In order to conclusively determine branch number and branch distribution amongst the reaction 
products, the asymmetric H-polymer sample was purified via DHPLC, followed by 
characterization and molecular weight determination by MALDI (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.23 
and 2.24). Indeed, results from MALDI mass spectrometry revealed that H-polymer with two 
25-mer oligonucleotide branches was synthesized as the major product, with no evidence of 
singly-branched products from all collected DHPLC fractions. 
Polymeric materials consisting of covalently attached immiscible blocks are of keen interest 
due to their self-assembly properties and emergent morphologies.
3
 With a view towards 
increasing the topological complexity of DNA-based hybrid polymers, we next synthesized graft 
block copolymers, defined as macromolecules with multiple branches emanating from one end 
of a polymer backbone. Here, the grafted branches can be of identical or different chemical 
identity as the main chain polymer backbone. We used the graft-onto synthesis method to design 
a graft block copolymer consisting of a main chain oligonucleotide backbone with multiple 
oligonucleotide side branches (five branches each spaced five nucleotides apart). To this end, we 
attached azide-terminated 5-mer oligonucleotides at positions 1, 7, 13, 19, and 25 to a 50 base 
pair DBCO-dsDNA product, which resulted in a reduction in electrophoretic mobility 
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comparable to the three-arm star and H-polymer architectures (Figure 2.25). Similar to the 
asymmetric H-polymer sample, multiple bands were observed in the polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis analysis.  
We further sought to conclusively determine branch number and branch distribution amongst 
the reaction products. In order to determine the identity of the branched polymer product(s), we 
used DHPLC to separate and isolate the graft block polymer architecture from the template 
oligonucleotide (Figure 2.25). MALDI mass spectrometry revealed that we obtained the full 5 
branch graft block polymer architecture (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.26). Finally, we synthesized a 
graft block polymer with the same topology and branching architecture as the 5-mer branch 
product, however, it contained 17-mer oligonucleotide side branches (Figure 2.27). In this case, 
MALDI mass spectrometry revealed the presence of graft block polymer products containing 3 
and 4 branches in the reaction mixture (Figures 2.28 and 2.29), which can be attributed to an 
increase in steric hindrance commonly observed with graft-onto synthesis methods. 
3, 15
  
2.4 Conclusions 
     In this work, we demonstrate the synthesis of structurally defined three-arm stars, H-
polymers, and graft block copolymers using a combination of template-directed PCR and 
copper-free “click” chemistry. Bioorthogonal DBCO branch sites are enzymatically incorporated 
by PCR in a template dependent manner, followed by direct grafting of azide-terminated 
oligonucleotide branches to polymer backbones. Importantly, this method allows for precise 
placement of branches along the main chain backbone, thereby resulting in monodisperse 
branched polymer products with tunable molecular weights and topologies. In all cases, branched 
polymer architectures are characterized by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, which generally 
shows retardation of electrophoretic mobility as a function of branch length, branch number, and 
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branch placement. We further purify and isolate the desired branched polymer structures from 
their linear template precursors via DHPLC, followed by molecular weights determination by 
MALDI.  
Moving beyond oligonucleotide branches, the method developed in this work provides a 
versatile platform to synthesize structurally defined branched heteropolymers. To this end, we 
synthesized AB2 miktoarm star architectures with PEG-azide branches of tunable size. These 
hybrid architectures show similar shifts in electrophoretic mobility based on branch length as the 
homopolymeric three-arm star counterparts. In fact, this work has recently motivated a related 
study in our group on the synthesis and direct visualization of single branched polymers using 
single molecule fluorescence microscopy. Overall, this synthetic platform allows for design of 
branched architectures with compositional and topological uniformity. 
In future work, this synthetic method can be used to systematically study structure-function 
relationships by controlling branch placement, branch number, and chemical identity of side 
branches. In this way, we believe that controlled polymer topologies can be used to drive 
assembly of new materials for biomedical and electronic materials applications. 
3
 Finally, this 
platform offers the ability to study the effects of architectural defects on microstructural 
assembly.
3
 To this end, the unique ability to insert site-specific errors (e.g. missing branches or 
distinct chemical functionalities) holds the potential to enable systematic characterization of 
macromolecular behavior for advanced materials. 
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2.5 Figures and Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Synthesizing structurally defined polymers based on DNA. (a) Schematic of hybrid 
two-step synthesis method for polymers with precise topologies. Template-directed synthesis is 
used to generate dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) modified DNA, thereby enabling precise 
placement of bioorthogonal branch sites along a polymer backbone. In a second step, azide-
terminal polymers are attached to the polymer backbone at specific sites via copper-free “click” 
chemistry using a graft-onto approach. (b) Chemical structure of linkage between DBCO-dUTP 
and the azide-terminated polymer branch (red). (c) Topologies of polymers consisting of 1, 2, or 
5 branch sites used to synthesize three-arm stars, H-polymers, and graft block polymers, 
respectively. 
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Figure 2.2 Star backbone synthesis (Star template: /5’Phos/ TGC TTC CTG CTT GGG CTG 
CGG CCC CAG GGC GCC GCA GCG AAC CAG CAC AGG, Primer: /5’Phos/ CCT GTG 
CTG GTT CGC TG, Primer: /5’Phos/ TGC TTC CTG CTT GGG CT) was performed using 
PCR (PCR Protocol: 94 C° 30 seconds, [94 C° 15 seconds, 57 C° 30 seconds, 72 C° 20 seconds] 
25X, 72 C° 4 minutes) and monitored using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Lane 1: all-
natural dNTP nucleotide positive control. Lane 2: no dTTP negative control, where the 
appearance of only a non-product band is suggestive of strong polymerase fidelity. Lane 3: 
natural dTTP nucleotide was 100% replaced with the modified DBCO-dUTP nucleotide. A 
single band denotes full DBCO-dsDNA product formation.  
 
 
 
1 2 3 
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Figure 2.3 H backbone synthesis (H template: /5’Phos/ TGC TTC GTG CTT GCG CGA GCC 
GGC CCG GCG GCC CGA CAC CGA TCC CGC GCT GG, Primer: /5’Phos/ CCA GCG CGG 
GAT CGG TG, Primer: /5’Phos/ TGC TTC GTG CTT GCG CG) was performed using PCR 
(PCR protocol: 94 C° 30 seconds, [94 C° 15 seconds, 57 C° 30 seconds, 72 C° 20 seconds] 25X, 
72 C° 4 minutes and monitored using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Lane 1: all-natural 
dNTP nucleotide positive control. Lane 2: no dTTP negative control. Lane 3: natural dTTP 
nucleotide was 100% replaced with the modified DBCO-dUTP nucleotide. A single band 
denotes full DBCO-dsDNA product formation. 
 
  
1 2 3 
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Figure 2.4 Block graft copolymer backbone (Block template: /5’Phos/ AGG CGC AGC CGC 
AGT TGT ACG CTG AAG CGG GCA GAG GAG AGC ACG AAG CA, Primer: /5’Phos/ 
TGC TTC GTG CTC TCC TCT GCC CGC T, Primer: /5’Phos/ AGG CGC AGC CGC AGT 
TGT ACG CTG A) was accomplished using PCR (PCR protocol: 94 C° 30 seconds, [94 C° 15 
seconds, 65 C° 30 seconds, 72 C° 15 seconds] 20X, 72 C° 4 minutes) and monitored using 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Lane 1: all-natural dNTP nucleotide positive control. Lane 2: 
no dTTP negative control. Lane 3: natural dTTP nucleotide was 100% replaced with the 
modified DBCO-dUTP nucleotide. A single band denotes full DBCO-dsDNA product formation.  
 
 
  
1 2 3 
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Figure 2.5 Analytical HPLC traces for purification of DBCO-ssDNA star backbone were 
monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 20%-60%, 50% acetonitrile / 
pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer over 100 minutes using an Agilent polymeric reverse phase column 
100 Å 3 µM 150 X 2.1 mm.  
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Figure 2.6 Analytical HPLC traces for purification of DBCO-ssDNA H-polymer backbone were 
monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 20%-60% 50% acetonitrile / 
pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer over 100 minutes using an Agilent polymeric reverse phase column 
100 Å 3 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. 
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Figure 2.7 Analytical HPLC trace for purification of DBCO-ssDNA graft block copolymer 
backbone was monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 20%-60% 
50% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer over 100 minutes using an Agilent polymeric 
reverse phase column 100 Å 3 µM 150 X 2.1 mm.   
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Figure 2.8 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of complementary template strand 
and DBCO-ssDNA star backbone. The mass-to-charge ratios were determined to be: m/z 
15,920.4 (calc. 15,760.1) and m/z 16,223.3 (calc. 16,227.6) respectively.  
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Figure 2.9 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of complementary template strand 
and DBCO-ssDNA H-polymer backbone. The mass-to-charge ratios were determined to be: m/z 
16,370.2 (calc. 16,362.5) and m/z 17,442.0 (calc. 17,288.5), respectively.  
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Figure 2.10 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of complementary template strand 
and DBCO-ssDNA graft block copolymer backbone architecture. The mass-to-charge ratios 
were determined to be: m/z 15,671.2 (calc. 15,674.1) and m/z 17,765.5 (calc. 17,401.35) 
respectively.  
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Figure 2.11 Synthesis and purification of structurally defined three-arm star polymers. (a) 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of three-arm stars consisting of 25-mer oligonucleotide arms. 
Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA backbones reacted with an azide-terminated 
25-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: three-arm stars are synthesized by grafting azide-terminated 25-
mer oligonucleotides to the central monomer of a 51 base pair DNA. Formation of the branched 
polymer topology is indicated by reduced electrophoretic mobility, a complex banding pattern, 
and absence of the DBCO-dsDNA linear backbone. (b) Two-color fluorescence polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis of three-arm stars with Cy5-modified azide-terminated 25-mer 
oligonucleotide arms. Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA (green) reacted with a  
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Figure 2.11 (cont.) 
Cy5-modified azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotide (red). Lane 2: three-arm stars are 
synthesized by grafting Cy5-modified azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotides to a 51 base pair 
DBCO-dsDNA. Three-arm star polymers are indicated by overlap of Cy5 (red) and SYBR Gold 
(green) signals, thereby signifying a branched polymer product (yellow). (c) Analytical DHPLC 
chromatograms for purification of ssDNA symmetric homopolymeric three-arm stars monitored 
at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M 
TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min over 100 minutes using an Agilent reverse phase 
column. (d) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of 
template oligonucleotide from ssDNA symmetric three-arm star architecture (1-3). Empty lanes 
correspond to collected fractions with negligible signal at 254 nm.  
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Figure 2.12 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of ssDNA symmetric 
homopolymeric three-arm star architecture. The mass-to-charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 
24,133.5 (calc. 24,088.91). Peak at m/z 15,911.1 is presumed to be the complementary template 
strand (calc. 15,760.1), though results from polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis show negligible 
band intensity for that molecular weight. 
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Figure 2.13 Synthesis of structurally defined AB2 miktoarm star polymers. (a) Polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis of AB2 miktoarm stars (A block: PEG, MW 10 kDa, B block: 25-mer 
oligonucleotide). Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA backbones reacted with 10 
kDa mPEG-azides. Lane 2: AB2 miktoarm stars are synthesized by grafting azide-terminated 
mPEG to the central monomer of a 51 base pair DNA. Formation of the branched polymer 
topology is indicated by the bands with reduced electrophoretic mobility and decrease of the 
DBCO-dsDNA linear backbone. (b) Analytical DHPLC trace for purification of the miktoarm 
star architecture was monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 0%-
100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min over 100 minutes 
using an Agilent reverse phase column. (c) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected 
DHPLC peaks shows separation of template oligonucleotide (Lane 1) from miktoarm star 
architecture (Lane 3). Multiple bands may be caused by polydispersity of the mPEG-azide as 
only the weight for the single branch product is found via MALDI. Empty lanes correspond to 
collected fractions with negligible signal at 254 nm.  
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Figure 2.14 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of AB2 miktoarm star architecture 
(PEG, MW 10 kDa). The mass-to-charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 27,015.6 (calc. 
27,227.6).   
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Figure 2.15 Synthesis of AB2 miktoarm star architecture (PEG, MW 1 kDa). (a) Polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis.  Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA backbones reacted with 
an azide-terminated PEG 1 kDa. Lane 2: miktoarm stars are synthesized by grafting azide-
terminated PEG 1 kDa to the central monomer of a 51 base pair DNA. Formation of the 
branched polymer topology is indicated by the band with reduced electrophoretic mobility. (b) 
Analytical HPLC trace for purification of the miktoarm star architecture was monitored at 254 
nm using the following method: linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA 
buffer at a flow rate of .3 mL/min over 100 minutes using an Agilent reverse phase column 1000 
Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. (c) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks (1-5) 
shows separation of template oligonucleotide from miktoarm star architecture. Empty lanes 
correspond to collected fractions with negligible signal at 254 nm. 
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Figure 2.16 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of AB2 miktoarm star architecture 
(PEG, MW 1 kDa ). The mass-to-charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 17,279.2 (calc. 
17,227.6).   
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Figure 2.17 Synthesis of structurally defined H-polymers. (a) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
of symmetric H-polymers with 17-mer oligonucleotide arms. Lane 1: negative control consisting 
of natural DNA backbones reacted with an azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: 
synthesis of H-polymer by grafting azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotides to a 53 base pair 
DBCO-dsDNA. Formation of the branched polymer topology is indicated by the bands with 
reduced electrophoretic mobility and absence of the DBCO-dsDNA linear backbone (b) Two-
color fluorescence polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of symmetric H-polymers containing Cy5-
modified azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotide branches. Lane 1: negative control of natural 
DNA backbones reacted with a Cy5-modified azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: 
H-polymer architectures are indicated by overlap of Cy5 (red) and SYBR Gold (green) signals, 
thereby signifying a branched polymer product (yellow). (c) Schematic of symmetric H-polymer 
with 17-mer oligonucleotide branches and 17-mer oligonucleotide crossbar. Branches were 
attached at positions 18 and 36 along the 53-mer backbone.  
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Figure 2.18 (a) Analytical HPLC traces for purification of ssDNA symmetric homopolymeric H-
polymer architecture (17-mer dTTP branches) were monitored at 254 nm using the following 
method: linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 
mL/min over 100 minutes using an Agilent reverse phase column 300 Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. 
(b) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of template 
oligonucleotide from ssDNA symmetric H-polymer architecture. Two bands appear to be shifted 
in the product lane; however MALDI shows a single weight denoting the formation of the 
ssDNA symmetric H-polymer architecture. Empty lanes correspond to collected fractions with 
negligible signal at 254 nm. Unlabeled DHPLC peaks were not analyzed via polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis due to low concentration. 
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Figure 2.19 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of ssDNA symmetric 
homopolymeric H-polymer architecture (17-mer dTTP branches). The mass-to-charge ratio was 
determined to be: m/z 28,433.1 (calc. 28,143.92).   
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Figure 2.20 (a) Analytical HPLC traces for purification of ssDNA symmetric homopolymeric H-
polymer architecture (17-mer dATP branch) were monitored at 254 nm using the following 
method: linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 
mL/min over 100 minutes using an Agilent reverse phase column 300 Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. 
(b) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of template 
oligonucleotide from ssDNA symmetric H-polymer architecture.  Lane 1:Two bands appear to 
be shifted; however MALDI shows a single weight denoting the formation of the ssDNA 
symmetric H architecture. Empty lanes correspond to collected fractions with negligible signal at 
254 nm. Unlabeled DHPLC peaks were not analyzed via polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis due 
to low concentration.  
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Figure 2.21 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of ssDNA symmetric 
homopolymeric H-polymer architecture (17-mer dATP branch). The mass-to-charge ratio was 
determined to be: m/z 28,512.1 (calc. 28,450.3).   
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Figure 2.22 Synthesis of structurally defined asymmetric H-polymers. (a) Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis of dsDNA H-polymer architecture with two 17-mer and two 25-mer 
oligonucleotide arms (dTTP). Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA backbones 
reacted with an azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: synthesis of asymmetric H-
polymer by grafting azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotides to a 53 base pair DBCO-dsDNA. 
Formation of the branched polymer topology is indicated by the band with reduced 
electrophoretic mobility and absence of the DBCO-dsDNA linear backbone. (b) Two-color 
fluorescence polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of asymmetric H-polymers containing Cy5-
modified azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotide branches. Lane 1: negative control of natural 
DNA backbones reacted with a Cy5-modified azide-terminated 25-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: 
Asymmetric H-polymer architectures are indicated by overlap of Cy5 (red) and SYBR Gold 
(green) signals, thereby signifying a branched polymer product (yellow).  
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Figure 2.23 (a) Analytical HPLC traces for purification of homopolymeric ssDNA asymmetric 
H-polymer architecture (17-mer and 25 mer dTTP branch on each distal end of the H-polymer) 
were monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / 
pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min over 100 minutes using an Agilent 
reverse phase column 300 Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. (b) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of 
collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of template oligonucleotide from ssDNA asymmetric 
H-polymer architecture. Three bands appear to be shifted in the product lane; however MALDI 
shows a single weight denoting the formation of the ssDNA asymmetric H-polymer architecture. 
Empty lanes correspond to collected fractions with negligible signal at 254 nm. Unlabeled 
DHPLC peaks were not analyzed via polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis due to low 
concentration. 
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Figure 2.24 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of homopolymeric ssDNA 
asymmetric H-polymer architecture (two 17-mer and two 25 mer dTTP branches). The mass-to-
charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 33,347.1 (calc. 33,011.1).   
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Figure 2.25 (a) Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of graft block copolymer with 5-mer 
oligonucleotide branches (b) Analytical HPLC trace for purification of the graft block copolymer 
architecture was monitored at 254 nm using the following method: linear gradient of 0%-100% 
acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min over 100 minutes using the 
Agilent reverse phase column 300 Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. (c) Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of template oligonucleotide from 
graft block copolymer architecture. Empty lanes correspond to collected fractions with negligible 
signal at 254 nm. Unlabeled DHPLC peaks were not analyzed via polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis due to low concentration. 
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Figure 2.26 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of ssDNA graft block copolymer 
architecture (5-mer dTTP branches). The mass-to-charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 
26,358.1 (calc. 26,287.8). 
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Figure 2.27 Synthesis of structurally defined graft block copolymers. (a) Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis of dsDNA graft block copolymer architecture with five 17-mer oligonucleotide 
arms (dTTP). Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural DNA backbones reacted with an 
azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: synthesis of graft block copolymer by grafting 
azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotides to a 50 base pair DBCO-dsDNA. Formation of the 
branched polymer topology is indicated by the band with reduced electrophoretic mobility and 
absence of the DBCO-dsDNA linear backbone. (b) Two-color fluorescence polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis of graft block copolymers containing Cy5-modified azide-terminated 17-mer 
oligonucleotide branches. Lane 1: negative control of natural DNA backbones reacted with a 
Cy5-modified azide-terminated 17-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: graft block copolymer 
architectures are indicated by overlap of Cy5 (red) and SYBR Gold (green) signals, thereby 
signifying a branched polymer product (yellow). (c) Schematic of graft block copolymer with 
17-mer oligonucleotide branches spaced 5-mer apart. Branches were attached at positions 1, 7, 
13, 19 and 25 along the 50-mer backbone.  
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Figure 2.28 (a) Analytical HPLC traces for purification of ssDNA graft block copolymer 
architecture (17-mer dTTP branches) were monitored at 254 nm using the following method: 
linear gradient of 0%-100% acetonitrile / pH 7, 0.1 M TEAA buffer at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min 
over 100 minutes using the Agilent reverse phase column 300 Å 8 µM 150 X 2.1 mm. (b) 
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of collected DHPLC peaks shows separation of template 
oligonucleotide from ssDNA graft block copolymer architecture. Lane 1: multiple banding 
consisting of the full 5 branch product and 4 branch product m/z 44,792.1 (calc. 44,539.9), m/z 
39,171.2 (calc. 39,112.2). Lane 2: clear strong signal for a single band denoting the full 5 branch 
product m/z 44,870.7 (calc. 44,539.9). Lane 3: weak signal for a single band denoting the 4 
branch product m/z 38,734.3 (calc. 39,112.2). Empty lanes correspond to collected fractions with 
negligible signal at 254 nm. Unlabeled DHPLC peaks were not analyzed via polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis due to low concentration. 
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Figure 2.29 Mass spectrometry (MALDI) results for analysis of ssDNA graft block copolymer 
architecture (17-mer dTTP branches). The mass-to-charge ratio was determined to be: m/z 
44,870.7 (calc. 44,539.9).   
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Table 2.1  Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry results for 
branched polymer topologies based on ssDNA backbones. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Architecture Calculated m/z Determined m/z 
Three-arm star 
(25-mer DNA oligo arms) 
24,088.9 24,133.5 
AB2 Miktoarm star  
(one 10 kDa PEG branch) 
27,227.6 27,015.6 
AB2 Miktoarm star  
(one 1 kDa PEG branch) 
17,227.6 17,279.2 
Symmetric H-polymer 
(17-mer DNA oligo branches) 
28,143.9 28,433.1 
Asymmetric H-polymer 
(17-mer and 25-mer DNA oligo branches) 
33,011.1 33,347.1 
Graft block copolymer 
(17-mer DNA oligo branches) 
44,539.9 44,870.7 
Graft block copolymer 
(5-mer DNA oligo branches) 
26,287.8 26,358.1 
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CHAPTER 3: SYNTHESIS AND DIRECT OBSERVATION OF SINGLE DNA BASED 
COMB POLYMERS
1
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The molecular topology of long chain polymers has long been known to influence the bulk 
properties of these materials.
1-3
 Synthetic polymers used in commercial applications display 
exceedingly complex topologies, including high grafting densities of side chains, hierarchical 
branching, and dangling ends.
4, 5
 In recent years, architecturally complex polymers with well-
defined structures such as multi-arm stars,
6
 H-polymers,
7
 and comb polymers
8
 have been used as 
model systems to study the role of molecular topology on non-equilibrium flow dynamics. 
Recent studies have focused on the impact of macromolecular branching on the emergent, bulk-
scale rheological properties of polymer solutions and melts.
7, 9
 Chain branching results in 
complex flow properties that differ substantially from linear polymers under similar conditions, 
such as strain hardening in uniaxial extensional flow under relatively low strain rates.
8
 Given the 
importance of polymeric materials in modern society, it is critical to achieve a molecular-level 
understanding of polymer dynamics in the context of non-linear chain topologies.
1-3
  
Comb polymers are an architectural subset of branched polymers consisting of side chain 
branches grafted to a main chain backbone.
1
 Comb polymers are a particularly relevant chain 
architecture occurring in applications such as pharmacokinetics,
10, 11
 alternative energy 
solutions,
12
 and anti-fouling surface coatings
13
. The linear and non-linear viscoelastic properties 
of comb polymers have been investigated using a combination of approaches including theory, 
simulations, and bulk rheological experiments.
2, 14-17
 Recent studies of comb polymer melts have 
uncovered a hierarchical stress relaxation mechanism that arises due to branched molecular 
architectures.
17
 However, structural heterogeneity within a branched polymer sample has been 
                                                 
1 Reprinted with permission from Mai, D. J.; Marciel, A. B.; Sing, C. E.; Schroeder, C. M. Macro Letters, 2015, 4, 
446-452. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.  
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shown to blur the macroscopic rheological response of branched polymer melts,
7, 18
 Bulk-level 
experiments intrinsically average across all molecules and polymer topologies within a sample, 
which presents a major challenge for studying molecular-based mechanisms such as hierarchical 
stress relaxation. Moreover, it has been challenging to describe the non-linear rheological 
behavior of branched polymers using a universal constitutive model. Theoretical approaches 
have been used to develop constitutive stress-strain relations for linear
19
 and pom-pom
20
 
polymers, however, the molecular details of polymer topology clearly play a key role in the 
emergent stress response under flow. Recently, a constitutive model has been developed for 
comb polymers by extending the pom-pom model to comb-shaped topologies.
21
 
In this work, we present a synthetic platform to interrogate the molecular-scale dynamics of 
branched polymers, specifically DNA comb polymers. For over a decade, DNA has been used as 
a model system to study the dynamics of single polymer molecules in flow.
22-26
 Using this 
approach, researchers have directly observed unexpected phenomena such as molecular 
individualism
27
 and conformational hysteresis in flow.
28
 The vast majority of single molecule 
DNA studies has focused on linear chain architectures,
25
 however, macromolecular DNA stars 
and pom-poms have been generated via base pairing and hybridization of oligonucleotides at a 
branched junction. In prior work, Archer and coworkers observed the dynamics of DNA-based 
star polymers in agarose gels under electric fields.
29, 30
 In this study, we synthesize DNA based 
comb polymers using a hybrid enzymatic-synthetic approach, thus enabling simultaneous direct 
observation of backbone and branch molecules via single molecule fluorescence microscopy 
(SMFM). 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 
Backbone synthesis. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is implemented to produce monodisperse 
linear DNA with internal DBCO modifications for grafting sites along the polymer backbone and 
5’-biotin modifications for surface attachment. Desired backbone lengths (10, 052 and 20, 052 
bp) are enzymatically amplified in the presence of -phage DNA (20 ng, New England BioLabs, 
20 ng), reverse and forward primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, 5’-biotin- CTGATGAGTT 
CGTGTCCGTACAACTGGCGTAATC, 10,052 bp: 5’-ATACGCTGTATTCAGCAACACCGT 
CAGGAACACG, 20,052 bp: 5’- GTGCACCATGCAACATGAATAACAGTGGGTTATC, 400 
nM)
31
, dNTPs (New England BioLabs, 500 uM), DBCO-dUTP (Jena Biosciences, substituted for 
dTTP according to Table 3.1), 1X tuning buffer with Mg
2+ 
(5 PRIME, PCR Extender System), 
and .4 µL PCR extender polymerase mix (5 PRIME, PCR Extender System) using a Bio-Rad 
C1000 Touch Thermal cycler via the following protocol: 10,052 bp (93 °C for 3 min [93 °C for 
15 sec, 62 °C for 30 sec, 68 °C for 8 min] repeated 10X, 20 sec increase in extension per cycle 
repeated 8X. 20,052 bp (93 °C for 3 min [93 °C for 15 sec, 62 °C for 30 sec, 68 °C for 15 min] 
repeated 10X, 20 sec increase in extension per cycle repeated 8X.             
 
Branch synthesis. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is implemented to produce monodisperse 
linear DNA with internal Cy5 modifications along the polymer backbone and 5’-azide 
modifications for graft-onto reactions. Desired branch length (951 bp) is enzymatically amplified 
in the presence of -phage DNA (New England BioLabs, 20 ng), reverse and forward primers 
(Integrated DNA Technologies, 5’-azide-GACAGCGTACAGCCCGTTCA, 5’-TCGCGTCATT 
CATCCTCTCC, 500 nM), dATP, dCTP, dGTP (New England BioLabs, 100 µM), dTTP (New 
England BioLabs, 75 µM) Cy5-dUTP ( Jena Biosciences, 25 µM), 1X Thermopol buffer (New 
England BioLabs, 2 mM MgSO4), and .25 µL Taq DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs) 
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using a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch Thermal cycler via the following protocol: 95 °C for 30 seconds, 
[95 °C for 15 seconds, 60 °C for 30 seconds, 68 °C for 60 seconds] repeated 30X, 68 °C for 120 
seconds.   
        
DNA purification and quantification of Cy5 dye incorporation in branches. Branch PCR 
products were purified using QIAquick PCR Purification Kits (QIAGEN), and backbone PCR 
products were purified using QIAquick PCR Purification Kits (QIAGEN), pre-rinsed Vivacon 2 
columns with 100,000 MWCO Hydrostart Membrane (Vivaproducts), or illustra NAP columns 
(GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Concentrations of all purified products were measured using a 
NanoDrop UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Incorporation of Cy5 dyes (Jena 
Biosciences)  following PCR was determined by measuring sample absorbance at 260 and 643 
nm (A260 and A643, respectively) using the following equation with extinction coefficients εDNA = 
6,600 cm-1M-1 and εCy5 = 250,000 cm
-1M-1: 
𝑑𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
=
𝐴643 × 𝜀𝐷𝑁𝐴
(𝐴260 − 0.05𝐴643) × 𝜀𝐶𝑦5
 
 
Graft-onto synthesis. Strain-promoted [3 + 2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) is used to 
produce comb DNA polymers. DBCO-modified amplicons (concentration determine via 
absorption at 254 nm) are reacted with 25-fold molar excess azide-modified branch molecules 
for ~18-70 hours at 70° C using a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch Thermal cycler in standard reaction 
buffer (1M NaCl, 250 mM Tris pH 8).  
 
Agarose gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is used to characterize linear ssDNA polymer 
precursors and ssDNA branched polymers. Agarose gels (1 %) were run in 1X TAE buffer (Bio-
Rad) via a Bio-Rad PowerPac Basic. Linear and branched ssDNA polymer samples were pre-
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stained with SYBR Gold nucleic acid gel stain (1X, Life Technologies) and run at 120 V for 30 
min. Agarose gels are imaged using an ethidium bromide filter using a Foto/Analyst FX 
(FotoDyne Incorporated). Dual colored agarose gels are imaged with SYBR gold and Cy5 filters 
using a Bio-Rad Gel Doc. In all cases, branched polymer samples are run on gels containing a 1 
kB DNA ladder with  phage DNA as a size standard (New England BioLabs). 
 
Flow cell fabrication. An incubation buffer of 100 mM NaCl, 30 mM Tris/Tris-HCl, and 2 mM 
EDTA was prepared. PEGylated coverslips were prepared using a mixture of biotin-PEG-NHS 
ester (3,500 Da) and mPEG-NHS ester (5,000 Da), as previously described.
32
 PEGylated glass 
coverslips were incubated for ~10 minutes with NeutrAvidin in incubation buffer (100 μg/mL) 
and a minimal amount of surfactant (1.5 μL of 1.0% Triton X) to facilitate surface tethering of 
biotin-terminated branched DNA polymers. Next, coverslips were rinsed with deionized water 
and attached to a drilled quartz slide with double-sided sticky tape and epoxy. Polyethylene 
tubing was epoxied into holes (~1 mm diameter) drilled into quartz slides to allow for buffer 
exchanges and flow through the channel. The flow channel was incubated with BSA in 
incubation buffer (200 μg/mL) for ~10 minutes, followed by the biotin-terminated DNA sample 
in incubation buffer (10-40 pM) for ~30 minutes. The channel was rinsed with BSA solution 
prior to imaging.  
Imaging buffer. A viscous buffer was prepared using 62.5 – 65 wt% sucrose in incubation buffer 
(70 – 130 cP at 23.5 °C). This buffer was mixed with an oxygen scavenging system and a 
reducing agent to minimize photobleaching, consisting of glucose (5 mg/mL), β-mercaptoethanol 
(150 mM), glucose oxidase (0.3 mg/mL), and catalase (0.3 mg/mL). DNA molecules were 
labeled using SYTOX Green (Molecular Probes, 200 nM). 
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Optical setup. Surface-tethered, fluorescently labeled DNA molecules were stretched by 
applying pressure-driven flow in the custom-fabricated flow cells. Single DNA comb polymers 
were imaged by excitation with a 488 nm laser (50 mW SpectraPhysics Excelsior Laser) or a 637 
nm laser (140 mW Coherent OBIS Laser). The 488 nm optical path included absorptive neutral 
density filters (Thorlabs), a 488 nm long-pass dichroic mirror (ZT488rdc, Chroma), and a long-
pass emission filter (BLP01-488R-25, Semrock). The intensity at the sample was ~0.1 kW/cm2. 
The 637 nm optical path included an absorptive neutral density filter (ThorLabs), 650 nm long-
pass dichroic mirror (FF650-Di01-25x36, Semrock), and long-pass emission filter (HQ665LP, 
Chroma). The intensity at the sample was ~0.6 kW/cm2. Samples were detected by a 100x oil-
immersion objective lens (NA = 1.40) with 1.6x additional zoom and collected by an Andor iXon 
Ultra 897 EMCCD camera. 
Single molecule length distributions. Molecules are binned by measured lengths of 200 nm. A 
dotted line indicates the molecules’ expected contour length in the presence of an intercalating 
dye, which increases the unstained contour length by a factor of ~1.3 (L10k, unstained ≈ 3.3 μm, L10k, 
stained ≈ 4.3 μm, L20k, unstained ≈ 6.7 μm, L20k, stained ≈ 8.6 μm). The appearance of shorter molecules 
could be attributed to shearing of macromolecular structures during pipetting or photocleaving of 
molecules following laser excitation.  
3.3 Results and Discussion  
Here, we synthesize branched DNA for direct observation of backbone and branch molecules 
using a hybrid enzymatic-synthetic approach. This extends recent work in our group enabling the 
synthesis of structurally-defined branched polymers based on covalently grafted single stranded 
DNA with star, H-shaped and graft bock copolymer architectures.
33
 The synthesis method is 
based on a two-step process wherein template-directed synthesis is used to generate polymer 
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backbones with bio-orthogonal reactive groups, followed by a ‘graft-onto’ approach for 
covalently linking side branches to the main chain backbone (Figure 3.1). First, polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) is used to enzymatically amplify target sequences from -phage DNA in 
the presence of chemically modified deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs) and primers. In one reaction, 
DNA backbones (~10, 20, or 30 kbp) are synthesized with internal dibenzylcyclooctyne (DBCO) 
groups and a terminal biotin tag. In a separate reaction, azide-terminated DNA branches (951 bp 
or 10 kbp) are synthesized using a chemically modified PCR primer to append an azide group to 
one branch terminus. In some cases, internal Cy5 dyes are directly incorporated into the low 
molecular weight branches (951 bp) using modified Cy5-dTTP nucleotides. Following PCR 
amplification and purification of precursor molecules, branch molecules are chemically grafted 
onto DNA backbones via strain-promoted [3+2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC), thereby 
generating branched DNA macromolecules suitable for single molecule fluorescence microscopy 
(SMFM). Bulk absorbance measurements are used to quantify the Cy5 dye loading along DNA 
branches, revealing an average of 7-8 Cy5 dyes per branch for these reaction conditions. During 
all preparation and handling steps, care is taken to minimize shearing or degradation of 
macromolecular structures.  
The hybrid enzymatic-synthetic approach allows for precise control over backbone and 
branch molecular weights. Moreover, branch grafting density can be controlled in an average 
sense by tuning the relative stoichiometry of side branches during the ‘graft-onto’ reaction. 
Branch grafting densities and distributions are directly characterized using SMFM, which reveals 
polymer topologies including three-arm stars (1 branch), H-polymers (2 branches), and comb 
polymers (>2 branches). Branched DNA polymers are labeled with fluorescent nucleic acid dyes 
such as SYBR Gold or SYTOX Green, thereby yielding either single-color polymers or dual-
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color DNA polymers in cases where branches are covalently labeled with Cy5 (red) dye and 
backbones are labeled with an intercalating dye (green). This approach allows for simultaneous 
visualization of branch and backbone dynamics using SMFM.  
Following synthesis, branched DNA polymers are first characterized using agarose gel 
electrophoresis (Figure 3.2). The agarose gel in Figure 1 shows both control and SPAAC 
reaction products based on a 10 kbp DNA backbone and Cy5-labeled 1 kbp DNA branches. In 
all cases, negative controls show that DNA backbones without chemically modified DBCO-
dNTPs do not react with azide-terminated DNA branches (Lane 2). However, branched polymers 
are formed by reacting DNA backbones with DBCO modifications (10% of dTTP replaced with 
5-DBCO-dUTP) with azide-terminated DNA branches, which generally shows a noticeable shift 
in agarose gels (Lane 3). In these experiments, negative control and SPAAC reaction samples 
were both mixed with a ~20 molar excess of azide-terminated, Cy5-labeled branches (red 
emission). Reactions are carried out in 250 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.0) and 1.0 M NaCl at 70 °C 
over the course of ~18-70 hours, though significant conversion was observed after only a few 
hours (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). 
Migration patterns in gel electrophoresis are indicative of polymer chain branching. The 
negative control sample shown in Figure 2 exhibits green fluorescence emission (only) from the 
high molecular weight band at 10 kbp, which indicates the absence of Cy5-labeled branch 
molecules co-migrating with natural DNA backbones. However, the presence of DNA comb 
polymers is indicated in Lane 3 by the co-migration of red and green fluorescence emission from 
the high molecular weight band corresponding to comb polymer. Moreover, the band 
corresponding to the molecular weight of the DNA backbone is absent in Lane 3, suggesting a 
near quantitative conversion to branched DNA polymers. Importantly, gel electrophoresis also 
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shows a clear shift in the mobility of branched DNA compared to linear DNA. A decrease in 
electrophoretic mobility of comb polymers is consistent with previous reports of decreased 
mobility in DNA with branched architectures, such as stars,
30
 pom-poms,
29
 and partial 
denaturation events.
34
 This phenomenon is attributed to an increase in molecular weight of DNA 
combs and the generation of branch sites, which are known to impede the migration of polymers 
through gel networks due to chain stretch in the transverse direction of the electric field. This 
topologically driven motion prevents backbone reptation through matrix pores, entangles 
molecules in the gel network, and transiently traps branch junctions in the matrix, all of which 
results in a significantly reduced electrophoretic mobility for branched DNA molecules.
29,30,33,34
 
Following gel-based characterization, we used SMFM to directly observe molecular properties of 
branched polymers with different architectures and contour lengths. In these experiments, 
polymer molecules are specifically linked to a passivated surface by tethering one terminus of 
the polymer backbone to a functionalized glass coverslip coated with a mixture of polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) and PEG-biotin (Figure 3.5a).
32
 PEG-biotin coverslips are first incubated with 
NeutrAvidin, copiously rinsed with water, and then used to construct a custom microfluidic flow 
cell by affixing together with a quartz microscope slide. Buffer exchange into the flow cell is 
achieved using polyethylene tubing epoxied into holes drilled through the glass slide. To 
facilitate specific tethering to the glass coverslip surface, linear and branched DNA are labeled 
with a biotin moiety at one terminus of the chain. Branched DNA polymers are incubated in the 
flow cell at a concentration of 10-40 pM, thereby generating a uniform field of single polymers 
via specific surface tethering. Polymer chains are stretched in pressure-driven flow using a 
viscous buffer (62.5% or 65% sucrose, yielding 70 or 130 cP solution viscosity, respectively) 
containing the nucleic acid stain SYTOX Green.  
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A composite image of dual-color DNA combs stretched under fluid flow is shown in Figure 
3.5b. Comb polymers are clearly indicated by the presence of Cy5-labeled side branches (red) 
co-localized along DNA backbones (green). Composite dual-color images can be deconstructed 
to identify SYTOX Green-stained backbones (488/503 nm, excitation/emission peaks) and Cy5-
labeled branches (638/670 nm, excitation/emission peaks). Using this approach, we measured the 
molecular properties of DNA comb polymers, including the distributions of grafted branches 
(Figure 3.5c) and flow-stretched end-to-end distances of DNA backbones (Figure 3.5d). Branch 
distributions were quantified based on the extended conformations of molecules under fluid 
flow, such that each diffraction-limited fluorescent ‘spot’ was counted as a branch. A small 
fraction (< 25%) of the branched polymers excluded from these data showed apparent end-to-end 
distances <70% of the expected contour length (Lstained ≈ 4.3 or 8.6 μm for 10 kbp or 20 kbp 
backbones, respectively), which can be attributed to photocleavage during laser excitation or 
shearing of molecules during handling. 
The average backbone end-to-end distance for branched polymers in flow is shown in Figure 
3.5d, where dotted lines indicate the expected extension of molecules in strong flows (x/L ≈ 0.8 
for 100 < Wi < 300, where Wi is Weissenberg number).
35
 Interestingly, the average end-to-end 
backbone distance is fairly constant for polymers with identical backbone lengths but variable 
branch grafting densities in strong shear flow. A complete set of stretched backbone lengths and 
branch frequency distributions for all samples is provided (Figures 3.6 and 3.7).  
Table 3.1 contains a summary of the molecular properties for branched DNA samples in this 
work. SMFM allows for direct characterization of the molecular topology of branched DNA 
molecules over a wide range of conditions. In regards to branching distributions, our single 
molecule data show that the average number of branches added per backbone is generally less 
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than expected, assuming stoichiometric incorporation of chemically modified DBCO-dUTP and 
addition of side branches during the ‘graft-onto’ reactions. In particular, we observe an average 
branch addition of <10 in all cases, however, the theoretical maximum incorporation of DBCO-
dUTP in samples 10A, 10D, and 20A is 500, 1200, and 100, respectively. We hypothesize that 
the main source of this disparity lies in the discrimination of non-natural, chemically modified 
nucleotides against natural nucleotides during PCR of DNA backbones. Natural DNA 
polymerases exhibit an extremely high fidelity for natural nucleotides, and chemical 
modifications in non-natural bases are known to frustrate DNA polymerases during primer 
extension synthesis or in moving past a modified template region.
36,37
 Evolved DNA 
polymerases can be used to preferentially incorporate non-natural bases,
38
 however, such 
polymerases are sensitive to the site of chemical modification on nucleotides and are generally 
less suitable for long-range PCR used in this work.  
In general, we observe decreased PCR product yields upon substitution of chemically 
modified nucleotides, which can be overcome by modifying reaction conditions. Incorporation of 
chemically modified DBCO-dUTP especially hinders efficient replication of higher molecular 
weight amplicons; for example, in long-range PCR synthesis of 20 and 30 kbp backbones, only 
1% substitution of natural dTTP with 5-DBCO-dUTP is tolerated in the reaction. In addition to 
PCR inefficiencies using non-natural bases, it is possible that steric hindrance and electrostatic 
repulsion results in decreased grafting densities, in particular, linking negatively-charged DNA 
branches onto DNA backbones during SPAAC reactions.  
3.4 Conclusions 
In summary, we report the synthesis and direct observation of branched DNA polymers. 
Using this approach, our work extends single polymer investigations to a new class of polymers 
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with non-linear branched topologies. From a broader perspective, the versatility of PCR 
combined with non-natural nucleotides and SPAAC enables a broad design space for branched 
polymer synthesis. For example, long-range PCR can readily yield chemically modified branch 
and backbone molecules approaching 50 kbp.
31
 Future experimental work with these polymers, 
including direct visualization of polymer chain dynamics in flow (tethered shear, simple shear, or 
planar extensional flow) and at varying concentrations (dilute or semi-dilute in linear, circular, or 
branched polymer backgrounds), will enable a fundamental molecular-based understanding of 
the non-equilibrium dynamics of branched polymers. 
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3.5 Figures and Tables 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Synthesis of DNA comb polymers. In some cases, dual-color branched polymers are 
synthesized by direct incorporation of Cy5 dyes into side branches, followed by labeling with an 
intercalating DNA dye such as SYTOX Green. 
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Figure 3.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA comb polymers formed by SPAAC. Lane 1: 1 
kbp DNA ladder (New England Biolabs). Lane 2: negative control reaction of Cy5-labeled, 
azide-terminated branches (951 bp) and natural backbones (10 kbp). Lane 3: formation of dual-
color branched DNA polymers (>10 kbp) via grafting Cy5-labeled, azide-terminated branches 
onto DBCO-modified backbones. Gels are stained with SYBR Gold (Invitrogen) and 
electrophoresed in 1.0% agarose in 1X TAE buffer for 30 minutes at 120 V. 
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Figure 3.3 Optimizing SPAAC reaction conditions between azide-terminated branches and 
DBCO-modified backbones. Samples are stained with SYBR Gold, followed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis (1.0% agarose) in 1X TAE buffer at 120 V for 30 minutes. Lane 1: 1 kbp ladder; 
Lane 2: 951 bp branch; Lane 3: 10 kbp backbone; Lane 4: Negative control (no DBCO) in 
ddH2O; Lane 5-7: 250 mM Tris, 250 mM, 500 mM, 1 M NaCl; Lane 8-11: 500 mM Tris, 0 mM, 
250 mM, 500 mM, 1 M NaCl; Lane 12: 1 M Tris; Lane 13: 1 M NaCl. Lane 7 conditions are 
used for all proceeding experiments.  
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Figure 3.4 Two-color fluorescent gel electrophoresis image of DNA comb polymers with (left) 
10 kbp backbones and (right) 20 kbp backbones. All samples were reacted at 70 °C for at least 80 
hours in 250 mM Tris and 1.0 M NaCl. Samples are stained with SYBR Gold, followed by 
agarose gel electrophoresis (1.0% agarose) in 1X TAE buffer at 120 V for 30 minutes. Lane 1: 1 
kbp ladder; Lane 2: 10 kbp backbone; Lane 3-6: 10% DBCO 20:1, 10:1, 5:1, 3:1 
branch:backbone; Lane 7-9: 25% DBCO, 50:1, 20:1, 10:1 branch:backbone; Lane 10: 20 kbp 
backbone; Lane 11: 1 kbp ladder; Lane 12-15: 1% DBCO, 10:1, 20:1, 50:1, 100:1 
branch:backbone.  
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Figure 3.5 Characterization of branched DNA polymers using single molecule imaging. (a) 
Schematic of experimental setup showing surface chemistry and custom-built microfluidic flow 
cell. Glass coverslips are functionalized with a mixture of PEG/PEG-biotin and NeutrAvidin 
prior to tethering linear or comb-shaped DNA via a terminal biotin moiety. (b) Single molecule 
image of dual-color DNA comb polymers tethered to a surface and stretched under shear flow. 
Composite image generated by co-localization of SYTOX Green-stained backbones and 
branches (green) and Cy5-labeled branches (red). (c) Branch frequency distribution for a dual-
colored DNA comb sample (10 kbp backbone with ~5.1 branches per molecule, Sample 10C 
from Table 3.1). (d) Average backbone end-to-end distances for DNA comb polymers stretched 
under fluid flow; error bars reflect standard deviation. Dotted lines indicate the expected 
extension of linear DNA molecules stretched under tethered shear flow with a flow strength of 
100 < Wi < 300.
35
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Figure 3.6 Distribution of backbone end-to-end distances for DNA comb polymers stretched 
under fluid flow, as determined by single molecule experiments described in Table 1. The dotted 
line indicates the expected contour length in the presence of an intercalating dye. 
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Figure 3.7 Figure S5. Branch frequency distributions for dual-color DNA combs described in 
Table 1. (a)-(d) represent samples with backbone length of 10 kbp and end-to-end length greater 
than 3 μm, and (e)-(h) represent samples with backbone length of 20 kbp and end-to-end length 
greater than 6 μm. In all cases, larger molar excesses of branch molecules compared to backbone 
molecules results in higher branching frequencies. 
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Table 3.1 Molecular properties of DNA comb polymers.
 †
Percentage of dTTP nucleotide 
replaced by 5-dUTP-DBCO during PCR to generate DNA backbones; 
‡
molar excess of branch 
molecules in comparison to backbone molecules in SPAAC graft-onto reactions; *mean ± 
standard deviation. These measurements exclude molecules of stretched end-to-end distances 
less than 3 or 6 μm for 10 kbp or 20 kbp backbones, respectively. For all samples, the 
measurements are based on averages over N > 100 molecules. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample 
Backbone 
length (kbp) 
Branch 
length (bp) 
Substitution 
of dTTP (%)† 
Molar excess 
of branches‡ 
Number of 
branches* 
10 Linear 10 -- 0 0 -- 
10 A 10 951 10. 5 2.0 ± 1.3 
10 B 10 951 10. 10 3.4 ± 1.3 
10 C 10 951 10. 20 5.1 ± 1.0 
10 D 10 951 25 50 7.3 ± 1.2 
20 Linear 20 -- 0 0 -- 
20 A 20 951 1.0 10 3.8 ± 1.7 
20 B 20 951 1.0 20 4.6 ± 1.5 
20 C 20 951 1.0 50 5.4 ± 1.6 
20 D 20 951 1.0 100 7.4 ± 1.7 
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CHAPTER 4: SYNTHESIS AND ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF FLEXIBLE SINGLE-
STRANDED DNA BASED COMB POLYMERS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Single molecule techniques have enabled direct observation and manipulation of polymer 
microstructure, thus aiding in elucidation of fundamental behavior of polymeric materials.
1-2
 The 
static properties of flexible polymers such as entropic elasticity and forced-induced 
conformational transitions have been measured using single molecule force spectroscopy (SM-
force microscopy).
3-5
 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and magnetic tweezers are the most 
commonly used force spectroscopy techniques for investigating the static properties of flexible 
polymers. These methods typically involve tethering a single polymer molecule to a surface at 
one terminus and either specifically or nonspecifically tethering to a bead or cantilever at the 
opposite terminus. Manipulation of one or both beads results in polymer deformation and 
stretching; in this way, a force-extension curve can be generated.
3
 SM-force spectroscopy has 
enabled measurements of the entropic and enthalpic chain elasticity for flexible polymers, 
including carbohydrates,
6-8
 synthetic organic polymers,
9-16
 and ssDNA.
17-19
 In most cases, the 
elasticity of flexible polymer chains has been described using the extensible freely jointed chain 
model (FJC) or worm like chain model (WLC). These models describe polymer elasticity well in 
the high force regime wherein long-range monomer interactions (e.g., excluded volume 
interactions or H-bonding) are screened, but fail at low forces where such interactions must be 
accounted for. More recently, it has been shown that the elasticity of real polymers with 
excluded volume interactions exhibit four distinct regimes in the force-extension curve.
20
 Using 
magnetic tweezers, a power law force relation in the low force regime (with force scaling as f ~ 
(x/L)
3/2
) and a logarithmic dependence in the high force regime were experimentally validated
 
for 
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ssDNA,
21
 thus providing a more accurate description of the elastic properties of flexible 
polymers. SM-force spectroscopy has revealed a wealth of static property data for flexible 
polymers with linear architectures, however there have been very few investigations on polymers 
with industrially relevant complex architectures (e.g., star, H-, comb and hyperbranched 
polymers).
22,23
 In part, this can be attributed to challenges associated with synthesizing complex 
polymer architectures with specifications for SM force-spectroscopy measurements.    
In this work, we demonstrate synthesis of ssDNA based comb polymers and investigate the 
effect of branching on polymer elasticity via SM force-spectroscopy. Comb polymers are 
produced using a combination of enzymatic template-directed rolling circle replication (RCR) 
and copper free “click” chemistry.  First, modified nucleotides are enzymatically incorporated in 
a template-dependent fashion along the ssDNA polymer backbone as bioorthogonal reactive 
branch sites. Next, copper free “click” chemistry is implemented to attach azide-terminated 
oligonucleotides or synthetic polymers to the modified ssDNA polymer backbone, thus 
generating final comb polymer architectures. Next, we investigate the elastic behavior of ssDNA 
based comb polymers and observe a chain stiffening effect associated with branch grafting 
density.  
4.2 Materials and Methods 
Backbone synthesis. Rolling circle replication (RCR) is used to produce ssDNA polymers with 
user-defined sequences. In this way, we use RCR as a template-directed synthesis method to 
generate chemically-modified ssDNA that serves as the main chain backbone for branched 
flexible polymers. Template ssDNA is designed by positioning dATP nucleotides along the 
ssDNA template while minimizing intramolecular base-pairing interactions via incorporation of 
only 3 of the 4 natural dNTPs. Initially, ssDNA templates (Integrated DNA Technologies, .2 µM, 
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5’- ACTCTTCTTTATTTCTTTTACTTTCCAT) are hybridized to complementary ssDNA 
primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, .2 µM, 5’-Thiol-ATGGAATGAGAA) in the presence of 
T4 DNA ligase buffer (New England BioLabs, 1X) to form a circular partial duplex DNA with a 
nick. ssDNA primers contain a 5’ thiol-modification for surface attachment. During the 
hybridization reaction, the solution is heated to 70° C for 2.5 min and then slowly cooled to room 
temperature. Next, 600 units of T4 DNA ligase (New England BioLabs) is used to ligate the nick 
to make a covalently closed circular ssDNA template (5 h at 16° C) using a Bio-Rad C1000 
Touch Thermal Cycler. Next, Circular ssDNA templates (50 nM) are replicated in the presence 
of dGTP, dCTP (New England BioLabs, 25 µM), a ratio of natural to modified nucleotide dTTP 
and DBCO-dUTP (Jena Biosciences, 25 µM at 1:4 or 4:1), bovine serum albumin (New England 
BioLabs, 20 µg), phi29 DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs, 5 units), and phi29 DNA 
polymerase buffer (New England BioLabs, 1X). After a pre-determined amount of time, Biotin-
16-ddUTP (Roche, 50 µM) is added to quench the reaction and label the 3’-end of the ssDNA 
polymer with Biotin to attach to Streptavidin-coated magnetic beads. Finally, 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, 200 mM) is added to quench phi29 polymerase activity. 
These reaction conditions yield ssDNA polymers with an average size of ~ 10,000 nucleotides as 
determined via agarose gel electrophoresis. RCR amplicons are purified using an Vivacon spin 
column (100,000 Da MWCO) at 2500 g for 50 minutes followed by 2500 g for 5 minutes in a 
Thermo Scientific Sorvall Legend RT+ centrifuge. Final concentrations were determined via 
absorption at 254 nm using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer. 
 
Graft-onto branching reaction. Strain-promoted [3 + 2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) is 
used to produce branched ssDNA polymers. DBCO-modified ssDNA polymers (concentration 
determined via absorption at 254 nm) are reacted with 10-fold molar excess azide-modified 
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branch molecules for 12 hours at 70° C while shaking at 300 RPM using an Eppendorf 
Thermomixer in standard reaction buffer (300 mM NaCl, 10 mM MOPS pH 7, 1 mM EDTA). In 
this work, side branches are varied to include DNA oligonucleotides and synthetic polymers of 
different molecular weights.  
 
Agarose gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is used to characterize linear ssDNA polymer 
precursors and ssDNA branched polymers. Agarose gels (.6 %) were run in 1X TAE buffer (Bio-
Rad) via a Bio-Rad PowerPac Basic. Linear and branched ssDNA polymer samples (10 µL) were 
pre-stained with SYBR Gold nucleic acid gel stain (1X, Life Technologies) and run at 120 V for 
30 min. Agarose gels are imaged using an ethidium bromide filter using a Foto/Analyst FX 
(FotoDyne Incorporated). In all cases, branched polymer samples are run on gels containing a 1 
kB DNA ladder with  phage DNA as a size standard (New England BioLabs). 
 
Force-extension measurements. Assembled flow cells are first rinsed with 800 μL of sodium 
phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). Then, 200 μL of Reaction Buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, 
50 mM NaCl, and 0.01% Tween-20) was flowed through the channel. Channels are incubated 
five minutes and then more (50 μL) reaction buffer is added (2X). Next, 19.5 μL of Reaction 
Buffer, 0.4 μL of TCEP and 0.1 μL of ~50 nM branched ssDNA are mixed gently and added to 
the flow cell and incubated in a humid box at 4C for 1 hour. 650 μL of Reaction Buffer is flowed 
through the flow channel to remove the unbound polymer. This flow cell is then added to the 
magnetic tweezers apparatus and a solution of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM NaCl, 0.01% 
Tween-20 and 1 μm MyOne beads are added and incubated ~ 5-10 minutes. The immobilization 
of the beads is monitored and the beads are rinsed out when appropriate. Finally, the 
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experimental buffers (10 mM TrisHCl and 30 mM NaCl) are added and a standard force-
extension acquisition protocol is employed.  
 
4.3 Results and Discussion  
In this work, we demonstrate a method to produce flexible branched polymers based on 
chemically-modified DNA for fundamental SM force-spectroscopy studies. Using this synthetic 
strategy, we are able to produce polymers consisting of ssDNA backbones with covalently 
grafted ssDNA branches or synthetic polymer branches with distal reactive groups for 
simultaneous surface and bead attachment. The synthetic strategy consists of an enzymatic 
template-directed synthesis by rolling circle replication (RCR), followed by a graft-onto reaction 
using copper free “click” chemistry (Figure 4.1). First, RCR is used to generate ssDNA 
backbones with bioorthogonal reactive sites that serve as branch points along a polymer 
backbone. RCR is a template-based synthesis method, which allows the design and synthesis of 
tailored ssDNA sequences to largely preclude intramolecular interactions (e.g., base pairing or 
base stacking). RCR is an ideal method to produce long-chain molecules required for SM force-
spectroscopy measurements. First, an oligonucleotide template is hybridized to a complementary 
oligonucleotide primer to form nicked circular DNA (Figure 4.1a). In this study, we 
implemented primers with 5’-thiol modifications for downstream surface attachment. Next, the 
nicked circular DNA is ligated to form the closed circular DNA template (Figure 4.1b). During 
RCR, the DNA polymerase binds to the 3’-hydroxyl of the primer and begins replication on the 
template strand. The DNA polymerase replicates around the circular template hundreds to 
thousands of cycles, yielding long-chain ssDNA polymers (Figure 4.1c). For this study, we used 
phi29 polymerase which has exceptional processivity and strand displacement and is able to 
generate very long ssDNA polymers with lengths upwards of 65,000 nucleotides.
24-26
 RCR is 
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implemented in the presence of modified 5-dibenzylcyclooctyne dUTP (DBCO-dUTP) to 
incorporate the reactive sites along the main chain backbone (Figure 4.1c). Altering the ratio of 
modified DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ultimately allows branch density of the final branched 
product to be easily tuned. Lastly, a modified Biotin-16-ddUTP is added to the reaction to 
incorporate a 3’-Biotin for bead attachment and simultaneously quench the reaction (Figure 
4.1c). Following RCR, agarose gel electrophoresis is used to qualitatively assay for the desired 
reaction product, which is indicated by the appearance of a single band centering the desired 
polymer length.  
Initially, RCR conditions were optimized to generate natural ssDNA polymer backbones with 
lengths with a statistically significant number of monomers for magnetic tweezing assays 
(~10,000 nucleotides).
20
 Reaction durations ranging from 5 to 300 minutes were analyzed via 
agarose gel electrophoresis and exhibited polymer backbones lengths upwards of 10,000 
nucleotides after 15 minutes (Figure 4.2). These results are consistent with a previous study in 
our laboratory that showed increasing reaction time produces ssDNA products with increased 
length, yield and polydispersity.
26
     
However, incorporation of DBCO-dUTP shows markedly different reaction kinetics. 
Through a series of control experiments, we showed that increasing the ratio of modified DBCO-
dUTP to natural dTTP (1:4, 1:1, 4:1 and 1:0) greatly slows production of long-chain ssDNA 
polymers (Figure 4.3). A substantial increase in reaction time (5 hours) above the 1:1 ratio 
became necessary to generate polymer backbones with lengths ~10,000 nucleotides as compared 
to the 15 minute reaction times needed for the 0:1 and 1:4 ratios (Figures 4.3b and 4.3c). 
Reactions with total replacement of the natural dTTP with the modified DBCO-dUTP were 
unable to replicate polymer backbone upwards of 10,000 nucleotides. However, 5 hour reactions 
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resulted in polymer backbone lengths ~5,000 nucleotides (Figure 4.3c). Based on this evidence, 
we believe that redesigning the initial template oligonucleotide could result in polymer 
backbones with lengths ~10,000 nucleotides and total replacement of the natural dTTP.  
Following characterization of the precursor linear backbones, strain-promoted [3 + 2] azide-
alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) was used to covalently attach azide-terminal side branch 
polymers to DBCO-ssDNA products, thus producing the final flexible ssDNA based comb 
polymers (Figure 4.1d). SPAAC reactions are ideal for DNA modifications due to their 
bioorthogonality and high solvent and functional group tolerance.
27-29
 Using this approach, we 
designed flexible ssDNA polymers with an average contour length of 6 µm with “low” and 
“high” loading of bioorthogonal branch sites, thus facilitating formation of comb polymers.  
Comb polymers are an important class of branch polymer consisting of linear main chains 
with grafted side chains.
30
 This class of polymer is of extreme interest because the chemical 
identity of the linear main chain and grafted side chains can be varied to design materials with 
targeted properties, for example self-healing/stimuli responsive,
31-33
 size-dependent 
crystallization, hierarchical self-assembly and surface patterning.
30
 We began by synthesizing 
homopolymeric ssDNA comb polymers consisting of 1:4 modified DBCO-dUTP to natural 
dTTP ratio, which results in ~285 bioorthogonal reactive sites. To the linear precursor polymer, 
10-fold azide-terminal 70-mer dTTP is added resulting in the comb polymer. Subsequently, 
comb polymers were analyzed via agarose gel electrophoresis and exhibited no significant 
reduction in electrophoretic mobility through the gel matrix compared to linear ssDNA or 
negative control reactions using linear ssDNA without DBCO modifications (Figure 4.4a). 
However, comb polymers with 4:1 modified DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP showed reduced 
electrophoretic mobility (Figure 4.4b). Based on these results we conjecture that grafting density 
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correlates with reduction in electrophoretic mobility. For the 4:1 ratio polymer the maximum 
number of side chains for a 10,000 nucleotide polymer is 1,142 which is 4-fold more than the 1:4 
ratio. These results corroborate previous investigations that showed reduced electrophoretic 
mobility of hybridized branched DNA architectures in which retardation of electrophoretic 
mobility is postulated to be caused by an increase in molecule weight as well as topological 
entanglements within the confining gel pores.
34-38
  
The graft-onto synthesis method allows for the chemical identity of the side chains to be 
easily changed. To this end, we synthesized comb polymers with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 
branches. We started by reacting linear monofunctional mPEG-azide polymers (Creative 
PEGWorks, MW 1kDa) to the 4:1 modified DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ssDNA polymer. 
Agarose gel electrophoresis showed reduced electrophoretic mobility denoting formation of the 
comb heteropolymer (Figure 4.5a). Furthermore, we increased the molecule weight of the PEG 
branches 10-fold and observed an even larger reduction in electrophoretic mobility compared to 
the negative control reactions without DBCO-ssDNA (Figure 4.5b). We then prepared comb 
polymers with PEG branches using the 1:4 modified DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ssDNA 
polymer. The 1:4 ratio comb polymer with PEG side chains showed no significant shift in 
electrophoretic mobility compared to negative control reactions (Figures 4.6a and 4.6b). These 
results are similar to the 1:4 ratio comb homopolymers, which further supports grafting density 
as the driving force for retardation of electrophoretic mobility.  
  We next implemented magnetic tweezers to obtain single molecule force-extension data on 
the ssDNA based comb polymers, thus allowing investigation of branching on polymer elasticity 
(Figure 4.7). First, we looked at the ssDNA based comb polymers with 4:1 DBCO-dUTP to 
natural dTTP ratios (Figure 4.8). The ssDNA comb polymers showed a pronounced increase in 
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extension compared to control linear ssDNA polymers signifying a stiffening effect (Figures 
4.8a and 4.8b). This effect is more pronounced at low force where long-range interactions 
between monomers are more important, however an increase in extension is observed near to the 
entire force range measured (.1 – 5 pN). Control linear ssDNA polymer extensions show low 
force power law dependence (~ f 
2/3
) consistent with previous studies on linear ssDNA 
elasticity.
20,21
 However, comb polymers with the 4:1 DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ratio display 
logarithmic force dependence across all measured forces (Figures 4.8c and 4.8d).  Logarithmic 
force dependence had been previously observed at high forces where polymer chains are 
stretched to monomer alignment.
21
 Therefore, we postulate that branches add an intrinsic tension 
that causes the backbone to be in a highly extended conformation even at low forces.     
Lastly, we looked at the force-extension behavior of comb polymers with the 1:4 DBCO-
dUTP to natural dTTP ratio and 10 kDa branches. Comb polymers with this decreased branching 
density resulted in no significant change in elasticity compared to the control linear ssDNA 
polymer (Figure 4.9). Both linear and low density branched polymers exhibited the same power 
law dependence at low force (~ f 
2/3
) and logarithmic dependence at high force. We believe the 
branching density is too low and therefore has no effect on long-range monomer interactions and 
therefore elastic behavior.   
4.4 Conclusions 
     In this work, we demonstrate the synthesis of ssDNA based comb polymers and probe their 
elastic behavior via SM force-spectroscopy. Comb polymers are produced via a combination of 
template-directed RCR and copper-free “click” chemistry. In this way, bioorthogonal DBCO 
branch sites are enzymatically incorporated by RCR in a template-dependent manner, followed 
by direct grafting of azide-terminated oligonucleotide or synthetic branches to ssDNA polymer 
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backbones. This strategy allows for the design of flexible polymer backbones with tunable length 
and branch density, as well as distal labels necessary for single molecule force spectroscopy. In 
all cases, ssDNA based comb polymers are characterized by agarose gel electrophoresis, which 
generally shows retardation of electrophoretic mobility as a function of branch density and 
branch length. Finally, we study the static elastic behavior via force-extension measurements and 
find ssDNA based comb polymers exhibit chain stiffening as a function of branch density. 
Overall, this synthetic platform allows for design of comb polymer architectures with 
compositional and topological freedom aiding in fundamental measurements of polymer static 
behavior.   
Moving beyond static measurements, single molecule studies must also be extended to single 
molecule fluorescence microscopy to enable the study of flexible polymer dynamics. Direct 
visualization of the dynamic behavior of single polymers with complex architectures will require 
labeling of the desired polymer with fluorescent dyes. To achieve these broader goals, our group 
is currently working to extend the biochemical synthesis scheme for ssDNA to synthesize 
branched polymers with fluorescently-labeled backbones and branches, which will enable 
simultaneous monitoring of backbone and side branch fluctuations in non-equilibrium fluid 
flows. Combined with bulk-level analysis, single polymer methods are poised to fundamentally 
transform our understanding of polymer physics for “real” polymer systems in the near future. 
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4.5 Figures and Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic of comb polymer synthesis. (a) User designed template with 
complementary ends to primer oligonucleotide are denoted in red and blue. (b) The primer and 
template oligonucleotide are hybridized to form partially nicked circular DNA and then ligated 
to form closed circular DNA. (c) Rolling circle reaction in the presence of modified DBCO-
dUTP to generate long chain ssDNA polymers with reactive branching sites. Biotin-16-ddUTP is 
added to quench the reaction and label the 3’-end for magnetic bead attachment. (d) Graft-onto 
synthesis is used to attach azide-terminal polymers to produce the final comb polymer product.  
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Figure 4.2 Synthesis of natural linear ssDNA polymers. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis of 
rolling circle reactions ranging from 5 – 300 minutes. Lane 1: 5 minute reaction time results in 
negligible product generation. Lane 2: 15 minute reaction time results in ssDNA polymers with 
lengths around 10,000 nucleotides. Lane 3: 30 minute reaction time results in an increase in 
ssDNA polymer length and yield. Lane 4: 60 minute reaction time results in ssDNA polymers 
well above 50,000 nucleotides. Lane 5/6: 180 and 300 minute reaction times show no further 
increase in ssDNA polymer length.  
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Figure 4.3 Synthesis of linear DBCO modified ssDNA polymers. Time trial reactions with 
increasing ratios of modified DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis 
analysis of 1:4 DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP. (b) 1:1 DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP time. (c) 4:1 
DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP exhibits polymers ~10,000 nucleotides after 5 hours. Complete 
replacement of the natural dTTP with the modified DBCO-dUTP results in polymers ~5,000 
nucleotides after 5 hours, (d) Schematic of reactive DBCO moiety and sequence of template 
molecule showing the 4 possible branching sites per repeat unit M.   
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Figure 4.4 Synthesis of comb polymers. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis of comb polymers with 
a  1:4 ratio of DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP consisting of 70-mer dTTP branches. Lane 1: 
negative control consisting of natural ssDNA backbones reacted with an azide-terminated 70-
mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: comb polymers are synthesized by reacting azide-terminated 70-
mer dTTP oligonucleotides with DBCO-modified ssDNA polymers. (b) Agarose gel 
electrophoresis of comb polymers with a 4:1 ratio of DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP consisting of 
70-mer branches. Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural ssDNA backbones reacted with 
an azide-terminated 70-mer oligonucleotide. Lane 2: comb polymers are synthesized by reacting 
azide-terminated 70-mer oligonucleotides with DBCO-modified ssDNA polymers. Formation of 
the comb polymer results in reduced electrophoretic mobility.  
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Figure 4.5 Synthesis of comb polymers with a 4:1 DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ratio. (a) 
Agarose gel electrophoresis of comb polymers consisting of 1 kDa PEG branches. Lane 1: 
negative control consisting of natural ssDNA backbones reacted with 1 kDa mPEG-azide. Lane 
2: comb polymers are synthesized by reacting azide-terminated 1 kDa mPEG with DBCO-
modified ssDNA polymers. Formation of the comb polymer results in reduced electrophoretic 
mobility through the agarose matrix. (b) Agarose gel electrophoresis of comb polymers 
consisting of 10 kDa PEG branches. Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural ssDNA 
backbones reacted with 10 kDa PEG branches.  Lane 2: comb polymers are synthesized by 
reacting azide-terminated 10 kDa mPEG with DBCO-modified ssDNA polymers. Formation of 
the comb polymer results in reduced electrophoretic mobility through the agarose matrix.  
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Figure 4.6 Synthesis of comb polymers with a 1:4 DBCO-dUTP to natural dTTP ratio. (a) 
Agarose gel electrophoresis of comb polymers consisting of 1 kDa PEG branches. Lane 1: 
negative control consisting of natural ssDNA backbones reacted with 1 kDa mPEG-azide. Lane 
2: comb polymers are synthesized by reacting azide-terminated 1 kDa mPEG with DBCO-
modified ssDNA polymers. Formation of comb polymer yields no significant change in 
electrophoretic mobility. (b) Agarose gel electrophoresis of comb polymers consisting of 10 kDa 
PEG branches. Lane 1: negative control consisting of natural ssDNA backbones reacted with 10 
kDa PEG branches.  Lane 2: comb polymers are synthesized by reacting azide-terminated 10 
kDa mPEG with DBCO-modified ssDNA polymers. Formation of the comb polymer results in a 
slight reduction in electrophoretic mobility through the agarose matrix. 
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Figure 4.7 Magnetic tweezers set-up.
39
 (a) Schematic of magnetic tweezers and inverted 
microscope applied to take force-extension measurements of ssDNA based comb polymers. (b) 
Field of view showing 1 µm magnetic beads. Top: 100 mm focal length 50X magnification and 
bottom: 200 mm focal length and 100X magnification.   
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Figure 4.8 Representative single-molecule force-extension data for relative length (scaled by L  
L(f = 10 pN)) versus force for ssDNA based comb polymers with a 4:1 DBCO-dUTP to natural 
dTTP ratio.  (a) ssDNA based comb polymers with 70-mer dTTP branches (gold) show an 
increase in extension compared to linear ssDNA polymers (black) denoting a stiffening behavior. 
(b) ssDNA based comb polymers with 10 kDa PEG branches (blue) show an increase in 
extension compared to linear ssDNA polymers (black) denoting a stiffening behavior. (c/d) 
Semi-log plot of force-extension data clearly shows logarithmic force dependence over the entire 
force regime measured (.1 – 10 pN).  
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Figure 4.9 Representative single molecule force extension data for relative length (scaled by L  
L(f = 10 pN)) versus force for ssDNA based comb polymers with a 1:4 DBCO-dUTP to natural 
dTTP ratio.  (a) ssDNA based comb polymers with 10 kDa branches (gold) show no increase in 
extension compared to linear ssDNA polymers (black) suggesting “low” branching density has 
no effect on elastic behavior.  
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CHAPTER 5: FLUIDIC-DIRECTED ASSEMBLY OF ALIGNED -CONJUGATED 
OLIGOPEPTIDE NANOFIBERS
1
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Development of robust strategies for the engineered self-assembly of functional synthetic 
materials is a major challenge in advanced materials engineering. Biomimetic materials such as 
synthetic polypeptides and peptide-polymer conjugates serve as model systems that provide 
insight into the design and engineering of materials with predictable functional properties.
1
  
Recent advances in synthetic bioorganic chemistry enabled increased control over residue 
profile, chain length, and functional group placement, thereby facilitating self-assembly of 
synthetic biopolymers into complex architectures.
2-6
 However, the level of complexity of such 
structures has yet to match those attained by natural polymers (e.g. DNA and peptides) that 
deterministically self-assemble into functional, three-dimensional hierarchical architectures.
7
 As 
a consequence, directed assembly techniques have emerged as potential new routes towards 
building supramolecular structures consisting of small molecules, oligomers, and polymers.
8
 
Prior methods for fluidic-directed assembly using laminar co-flowing streams have shown 
promise in supramolecular assembly; however, simple laminar co-flows with uniform fluid 
velocities preclude fine-scale control required for nanostructure alignment. In this work, we 
report the fluidic-directed assembly of aligned supramolecular structures using planar 
extensional flow, which induces alignment of underlying material suprastructures due to its 
dominant extensional/compressional flow character. We demonstrate that microfluidic-based 
assembly enables reproducible, reliable fabrication of aligned hierarchical constructs that do not 
form spontaneously in solution. In this way, fluidic-directed assembly of supramolecular 
                                                 
1 Marciel, A. B.; Tanyeri, M.; Wall, B. D.; Tovar, J. D.; Schroeder, C. M.; Wilson, W. L. Advanced Materials 2013, 
25, 6398-6404. 
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structures allows for unprecedented manipulation at the nano- and mesoscale, which has the 
potential to provide rapid and efficient control of functional materials properties. 
In nature, biological polymers form chemically complex and functional heterostructures that 
underlie life processes. From this perspective, the ability to efficiently harness the assembly of 
synthetic peptides could offer effective pathways to produce functional materials. To this end, 
oligopeptide sequences can be appended to synthetic units, such as -conjugated molecules, 
thereby adding directionality to their assembly processes. A number of studies have utilized -
conjugated systems in this manner to effectively tune materials properties. For example, organic 
semiconducting -conjugated small molecules, oligomers, and polymers are premier candidates 
for inexpensive semiconductor fabrication due to their readily tunable electronic and 
optoelectronic properties.
8-11
 A variety of template- and solution-based methods including 
electrospinning and nanolithography have been employed to fabricate -conjugated organic 
semiconductors into active devices.
8-11
 However, device performance remains hindered in these 
systems by imprecise morphology. Achieving nano- to mesoscale ordering has become the 
primary focus of recent efforts,
12-16
 wherein -conjugated structures are constructed by 
controlling intermolecular orientations via non-covalent -, donor/acceptor, and hydrogen 
bonding interactions, ultimately leading to desired morphology and energy transfer properties. 
Importantly, these approaches generally lack the absolute control of intermolecular ordering that 
is imperative for the development of materials with tailored electronic and optoelectronic 
properties for organic-based devices.
8-11
 Here we report a microfluidic-based strategy for the 
directed assembly of highly aligned supramolecular structures using planar extensional flows. 
Assembled synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures are studied using in situ characterization of 
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optical properties during the dynamic assembly process, which offers insight into the assembled 
hierarchical structures and the assembly kinetics. 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
 
Bulk emission and absorption. UV-Vis spectra were recorded using a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-
Vis spectrophotometer. Solution photoluminescence were recorded using a PTi Photon 
Technology International Fluorometer with a Ushio Xenon short arc lamp. Spectroscopic 
samples were made by diluting HPLC purified fractions with water to achieve an optical density 
near 0.08 and the pH was adjusted by the addition aliquots of 1M KOH or 1M HCl. 10 µL of 1 
M KOH into 3 mL for basic and 10 µL of 1 M HCL into 3 mL for acidic in water for both 
peptides. 
Device fabrication. The microfluidic device design utilized in this study was adapted from 
Tanyeri, et al. and Johnson-Chavarria et al. with a modified channel height (10 – 30 µm) and 
membrane thickness between the control and fluidic layers (~20 – 60 µm).17,18 In this study, the 
control layer was not used for flow control; however, in future studies, the control layer may be 
employed to control precise placement of polymer nanostructures.  
The fluidic and control layers are individually patterned in PDMS as two separate layers by 
replica molding. The molds for the two layers were prepared by spin coating a thick layer (10 – 
50 microns) of negative photoresist (SU-8) onto silicon wafers (3” diameter) and patterning with 
UV exposure using a high-resolution transparency film as a mask. The molds are developed with 
propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA) followed by surface treatment with 
trichlorosilane vapor under vacuum to prevent the adhesion of cured PDMS. Next, the thin 
fluidic layer is obtained by spin coating the fluidic mold with PDMS at 20:1 (w/w) 
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base:crosslinker ratio yielding a thickness of ~70 to 110 µm. Depending on channel height (10 – 
30 µm), spin coating results in a ~20 to 60 µm thick membrane between the control and fluidic 
layers, the control layer is formed by casting a thick layer (4-6 mm) of PDMS with a 5:1 (w/w) 
base:crosslinker ratio on the corresponding control layer mold. Next, each PDMS layer was 
partially cured by baking at 70 C for 30 minutes. The thick PDMS replica (control layer) is then 
peeled from the control mold, aligned and hermetically sealed on the thin PDMS layer (fluidic 
layer) by baking together overnight at 70 C to form a monolithic device. The PDMS replica 
containing the two device layers is peeled off the fluidic mold and access ports for the 
microchannels in both layers are punch out using a blunt needle. Finally, the PDMS slab is 
bonded to a coverslip by plasma oxidation to yield a functional device. 
Microfluidic-driven assembly. Microfluidic devices used for fluidic-directed assembly are hybrid 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)/glass devices fabricated using standard soft lithography 
techniques.
19
 The design consists of two layers, a control layer and fluidic layer. The fluidic layer 
has four buffer inlet channels, two outlet channels, and a single sample inlet channel. Inlet buffer 
channels are split equally on either side of the device, which merge to form two opposing 
streams at the cross-slot junction. The sample inlet stream is introduced through a separate port 
and is flow-focused between two adjacent inlet buffer streams, thereby delivering peptide to the 
center of the microchannel junction. Typical channel dimensions range between 100 – 500 µm in 
width and 10 – 30 µm in height. All microfluidic experiments were performed at room 
temperature and consisted of synthetic oligopeptide samples ( 0.1 mg mL
-1
) in ddH2O. The 
synthetic oligopeptide samples were introduced via the sample inlet and flow-focused with 
ddH2O introduced by the two adjacent buffer inlets. To trigger the pH change and subsequent 
assembly, HCl (10 mM) was introduced via the remaining two buffer inlets opposing the sample 
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inlet. The microfluidic device was mounted on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71). 
Reagents were introduced via two syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus) with volumetric flow 
rates in the range of 100 – 2000 µL h-1. The cross-slot of the microfluidic device was imaged 
using an objective lens (10x, NA=0.4) and a color CMOS camera (Edmund Optics® EO-1312c). 
The samples were illuminated via a mercury lamp (350/50 nm excitation filter Chroma 
Technology Corp® 31000v2), and resulting fluorescence emission was collected through a 405 
nm long pass filter (Semrock BLP01-405R-25) or 578/105 nm single-band band pass filter 
(BrightLine® FF01-578/105-25). 
Fluorescence emission spectra acquisition. An imaging spectrograph (Princeton Instruments 
SP2300i with a diffraction grating (1200 lines mm
-1
) and a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments 
PIXIS 1024 7520-0005)) interfaced with an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) was employed 
to monitor spectral changes upon assembly at the cross-slot junction. The spectra were acquired 
at 300-800 nm using an integration time ranging between 10-100 milliseconds. 
Fluorescence Polarization Microscopy. Initially assembled synthetic oligopeptides were excited 
with a filtered halogen lamp and imaged at the cross-slot junction using an inverted microscope 
(Olympus IX71). Emission was collected through a linear polarizer (Thorlabs, LPVISE200-A) 
aligned parallel and orthogonal to the extensional flow axis of the microfluidic device. To more 
directly probe the polarization dynamics, polarized laser excitation was also used in a scanning 
confocal geometry to image polypeptide nanostructures in situ, as well as captured polypeptide.  
(Note: the captured nanomaterial was deposited on a coverslip and sealed with a conventional 
microscope slide for imaging.) An achromatic ½ wave plate in the laser optical path enabled us 
to rotate the excitation polarization in the specimen plane. 
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Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy. Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) was 
accomplished using both a modified Alba FCS instrument, (ISS Champaign, Illinois), and a 
home-built FLIM system. The ISS system uses two-photon excitation from a Spectra 
PhysicsTsunami mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator at 80 Mhz, (< 10 µW excitation at 800 nm 
with pulses ~100 fs in duration). The assembled synthetic oligopeptide was imaged using a 
Nikon inverted confocal microscope (Eclipse Ti) equipped with a scanning mirror module with a 
scan area of 100 µm x 100 µm. Samples were either prepared on slides with a coverslip or within 
a cross-slot device where the fabricated nanostructures were imaged in situ. The microscope was 
equipped with a 60x water-immersion objective lens (1.2 NA). Epifluorescence images were 
collected through 700 nm a short pass filter. Fluorescence decays are accumulated using time-
correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) electronics (Becker and Hickel). ISS Vista software 
was used to both control the FLIM capture and to analyze the decay images. A home-built 
system was used to gain flexibility in magnification, polarization and scan range. This system 
which is also two-photon excited, uses a Spectra Physics Mai Tai, (80Mhz, 150fs), coupled into 
a Zeiss inverted microscope. The detected emission is imaged onto a Si avalanche detector and 
analyzed using TCSPC electronics. Additional confocal image data was collected using a Zeiss 
LSM 7 live line scan confocal microscope and with a Zeiss 710 META multiphoton microscope. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
We studied the assembly properties of two oligopeptides – DFAA and DFAG – wherein 
peptide sequences flank -conjugated oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) (OPV) cores (Figure 5.1). In 
previous work, we developed powerful solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) strategies to 
incorporate organic electronic function into self-assembled peptide materials.
20
 These peptides 
have the capacity to form amyloid-like fibrils via beta sheet secondary structures and were 
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selected due to their “triggered” supramolecular assembly behavior. OPV provides an ideal 
conjugated molecular core for assembly studies due to its distinct and well-studied electrical and 
optical properties when - stacking occurs (Figure 5.1a).21,22 A limited number of 
investigations have utilized peptide oligomers with -conjugated cores for supramolecular 
assembly.
20, 23-27
 In general, the electronic properties of these assemblies (e.g., n- or p-channel 
activity, fluorescence, excited state transport) are determined by the -delocalized structures that 
form through interactions within the molecular core, whereas peptide sequences are chosen to 
bias their assembly into one-dimensional stacked architectures. The primary forces that drive the 
assembly of these molecules are the pH-triggered screenings of charged residues that allow for 
the formation of hydrogen-bonding interactions between the amide carbonyls and protons, and 
the solvation and interactions of the molecular core components.20     
DFAA and DFAG (Figure 5.1a) assemble to form unaligned gel networks under acidic 
conditions due to protonation of aspartic acid residues, resulting in hypsochromic absorption and 
quenched bathochromic emission (Figure 5.1b). The absorption and emission spectral signatures 
observed during assembly of DFAA and DFAG are consistent with classic H-aggregate 
formation.
21, 24, 28
  DFAA gels show a distinct vibronic structure in their fluorescence emission, 
which arises due to the OPVs twist alignment within the H stack.
22, 29
 However, DFAG gels 
show a bathochromic-shifted fluorescence emission, indicative of a charge-transfer emissive 
state. Interestingly, both DFAA and DFAG gels exhibit qualitatively different properties when 
these materials are assembled by dispensing through a pipette tip into an acidic solution (10 – 
1000 mM HCl).  Upon pipette dispensing, DFAA and DFAG form stable one-dimensional 
macrostructures. A pH titration (pH 0 – pH 7) of 1 mM DFAA and DFAG shows a 
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bathochromic-shifted emission in acidic conditions, which corresponds to the assembly of one-
dimensional macrostructures when processed by pipetting (Figure 5.1c).   
Previous work pioneered by Stupp and coworkers has shown that -conjugated and amphiphilic 
peptide oligomers can be aligned by dispensing through a pipette tip, which is known to generate 
a contraction/expansion flow containing elements of shear and extensional character.
30, 31
 In this 
way, pipette processing yields highly aligned macrostructures as observed in SEM images of 
critical point dried fibers and further evinced by their anisotropic spectral and electrical 
properties.
30, 31
 However, it is not possible to consistently and reliably reproduce the one-
dimensional macrostructure fabricated by “human-controlled” pipette dispensing. In our work, 
manually dispensed DFAA and DFAG macrostructures often exhibit random orientations, as 
evidenced by optical properties identical to those of the unaligned gel networks. From this 
perspective, there is a strong need for developing controlled microscale processes that can enable 
efficient and reproducible materials fabrication. 
To address the need for controlled processing of functional materials, we developed a 
microfluidic-based platform to drive the assembly of synthetic oligopeptides. Over the last 
several years, microfluidic systems have been used to achieve exquisite control over patterning 
and transport in solution-based processing,
32
 with initial demonstrations using laminar flows for 
assembly of organic polymers, inorganic crystals, and ceramics into one-dimensional 
structures.
33
 Laminar flow provides an ideal environment to assemble materials in a spatially 
defined manner because fluid streamlines follow deterministic paths in viscous-dominated flows, 
and interactions between adjacent fluid streams can be controlled by modulating flow rates with 
straightforward device architectures.
32, 34
 Recently, microfluidics have been used to create 
polymer,
35
 liquid crystal mesogen,
36
 and metal-polymer hybrid one-dimensional structures.
37
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Using a microfluidic device, we assembled DFAA and DFAG into one-dimensional 
nanostructures using a planar extensional flow generated in a cross-slot geometry.
38, 39
 We 
directly observe that planar extensional flow facilitates the consistent formation of one-
dimensional synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures at the fluid interface between a pH buffered 
monomer stream and an acidic stream (Figure 5.2). In the cross-slot device, a flow-focused 
stream containing synthetic oligopeptide monomer (0.1 mM in buffered solution, pH 7) and an 
acidic stream (10 mM HCl) are directed into opposing inlet channels and converge at a 
microchannel junction. Upon initiation of the fluidic-directed assembly process, a bright 
fluorescent band appears, signifying the formation of a one-dimensional synthetic oligopeptide 
nanostructure (Figures 5.2b and 5.2c). The dynamics of the assembly process can be followed 
in real-time using fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy. Importantly, we observe that the 
assembled nanostructure is spectrally distinct from the synthetic oligopeptide monomer, which 
can be used to monitor the dynamics of nanostructure formation. Using precise hydrodynamic 
control of the microfluidic platform, we demonstrated the formation of multiple parallel-aligned 
synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures and their subsequent disassembly (Figure 5.3). In 
particular, we manipulated the position of the fluid-fluid interface at the microchannel junction 
by modulating volumetric flow rates in the device; for example, by decreasing the volumetric 
flow rate of the synthetic oligopeptide stream relative to the flow rate of the acidic stream, we 
can systematically position the reactive interface across the full range of the cross-slot (Figure 
5.3a). During this process, nanostructures initially formed at the reactive laminar interface are 
submerged into the advancing acidic stream, thereby preserving the integrity of the preformed 
nanostructures while initiating formation of an aligned nanostructure at the new interface 
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position (Figure 5.3a).  Distance between synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures is observed to be 
38 µm and may be decreased down to 5 µm (Figure 5.3a).  
In addition to fluidic-directed assembly of single and multiple nanostructures, the 
microfluidic platform also allows for the disassembly of synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures 
(Figure 5.3b).  In this experiment, the volumetric flow rate of the synthetic oligopeptide stream 
was increased relative to the volumetric flow rate of the acidic stream. During this process, the 
initially formed nanostructure becomes submerged into the neutral synthetic oligopeptide 
monomer (pH 7), thereby triggering disassembly of the one-dimensional nanostructure (Figure 
5.3b); in this way, a new nanostructure is again formed at the shifted fluid-fluid interface at the 
microchannel junction. Importantly, we observe that the disassembly process proceeds to 
completion, as revealed by fluorescence emission intensity analysis of the 
assembled/disassembled nanostructures (Figure 5.3b). 
Planar extensional flow is an ideal microscale flow to align material structures due to an 
intrinsic ability to orient and deform macromolecules.
38, 39
 A planar extensional flow has no 
rotational character and is defined by a line of pure fluid extension (outflow axis) and an 
orthogonal line of pure fluid compression (inflow axis). In this flow field, the fluid velocity 
varies linearly with position such that x = -G x and y = G y, where G is the strain rate and x and 
y are the distances from the fluid stagnation point along the compressional and extensional axes, 
respectively.
38
 In this way, planar extensional flow is fundamentally different than laminar co-
flows where adjacent fluid streams flow in straight channels with approximately uniform 
velocity profiles near the channel centerline, such that x ≈ U ≈ constant. In both cases, a stable 
interface is created between two fluid streams in laminar flow conditions (low Reynolds 
number), wherein viscous forces are significantly greater than inertial forces. The Reynolds 
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number (Re) is defined as Re = ρUL/ν, where ρ is the fluid density, ν is the fluid viscosity, U is 
the average fluid velocity, and L is a characteristic length scale. Viscous-dominated flows are 
generally described by Re < 1. Relatively small fluid velocities and small channel sizes can yield 
low Re conditions. Similarly, viscous solutions are also sufficient to yield low Re flows. 
However, unlike laminar co-flows, planar extensional flow intrinsically provides a velocity 
gradient along the flow direction that enables simultaneous alignment of microstructure.  
Microstructure alignment in planar extensional flow can be understood by comparing relative 
degrees of diffusion and convection. Polymers and anisotropic suspended Brownian particles are 
known to orient with fluid flow when convection dominates thermal motion. We can define a 
rotational Peclet number for the nanostructures Per  G / Dr , where the rotational diffusivity is 
Dr  = 3kBT(ln(L/d)-0.8)/sL
3
 , and kBT  is thermal energy, s is solution viscosity, and L and d 
are the nanostructure length and width, respectively. The rotational Peclet number is the ratio of 
convective forces to thermal forces, and Per of unity denotes the crossover from a diffusion-
dominated to a convection-dominated regime.
40
 We used steady-state and time-resolved 
fluorescence microscopy to characterize individual DFAA and DFAG nanostructures assembled 
at the cross-slot; single nanostructures were found L = 10-100 µm in length with diffraction-
limited widths d (Figure 5.4). By treating assembled synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures as 
Brownian rods with length L and diameter d, the crossover from diffusion- to convection-
dominated behavior occurs for fiber aspect ratios L / d  ≈ 10 with fluid strain rates G ≈ 1 – 30 
sec
-1
. Therefore, in our experiments, nanostructures are assembled under convection-dominated 
flow conditions (Per >> 1), which suggests that the synthetic oligopeptides comprising the 
underlying microstructure of assembled materials are highly aligned along the extensional flow 
(outflow) axis. Planar extensional flows are two-dimensional flows, and microfluidic 
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implementation of such flows typically results in a parabolic flow profile in the z-direction, 
defined as the direction normal to the top and bottom surfaces in the channel, with zero velocity 
at the boundaries. Due to the high Per conditions, we determined that microstructure alignment 
occurs infinitesimally close to the surface boundaries. Microfluidic based assembly using planar 
extensional flow requires consideration of the full three-dimensional fluid field. The fluid 
velocity is parabolic in the z-direction and follows the general relationship (U (z) = Umax (1 - 
(z/H)
2
) where z is the distance from the centerline of the channel to the top or bottom wall 
located at height ±H. The underlying microstructure will be highly aligned due to the extensional 
character of the flow field in the vicinity of the cross-slot when the Peclet number becomes 
convection dominated (Per > 1). We can estimate the distance away from the top or bottom 
surface at which Per > 1. Consider a synthetic oligopeptide nanostructure with L = 100 µm in 
water (viscosity = 1 cP). The rotational diffusion constant is 6E-6 sec
-1
. Assuming the strain rate 
at the centerline of the channel is G = 1 sec
-1
 (which is on the low end of our flow rates), then the 
rotational Peclet number is Per = 1.7E5 at the channel center. Clearly, the underlying 
microstructure will be highly aligned at the channel center. We can further safely assume that the 
local strain rate G varies with z-position approximately as G(z) = G(1 -(z/H)
2
). Consequently, 
only at distances that are infinitesimally close to the wall (realistically, a few nanometers) will 
yield non-aligned nanostructures. Therefore, this microfluidic method allows for near three-
dimensional nanostructure alignment and fabrication. 
We conducted a series of in situ spectroscopic characterization experiments to verify that the 
assembled nanostructures formed at the cross-slot are comprised of aligned synthetic 
oligopeptides (Figure 5.5). Our microfluidic platform allows for real-time monitoring of 
nanostructure formation using fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy simultaneously, 
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thereby enabling rapid characterization. Spectra of aligned DFAA nanostructures formed in situ 
showed pronounced vibronic structure, denoting the formation of an assembled H-type structure 
consistent with pipette-dispensed gels (Figure 5.5a). Live spectra of aligned DFAG 
nanostructures exhibited a quenched bathochromic shift in fluorescence emission (Figure 5.5b), 
similar to that observed in static gels. To confirm formation of aligned nanostructures, we 
utilized fluorescence polarization microscopy (Figures 5.5c and 5.5d). Aligned DFAG 
nanostructures collected through the outlets of the device show polarization dependent 
fluorescence emission. An increase in fluorescence signal intensity perpendicular to the 
nanostructures axis denotes strong orientation of the nanostructure units along the extensional 
axis, parallel to the outlet channels (Figure 5.5c).  This alignment corresponds to the flow field 
where birefringence curves align with channel outlets. Moreover this orientation is consistent 
with the direction of the electronic transition moment expected for the H-aggregate excitons. 
Previous studies on OPV nanofibers have shown polarization-dependent emission with a peak 
intensity perpendicular to the nanofiber axis.
41 
In addition, aligned nanostructures collected 
through the outlets of the device display near uniform polarization dependence along the 
nanostructure (Figure 5.6). In a control experiment, we confirmed that polarization dependent 
emission was not observed for synthetic oligopeptides in neutral or basic solutions processed 
under the same flow conditions. 
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) was used to characterize the electronic 
states of the aligned DFAG nanostructures fabricated in and collected from the microfluidic 
device.  Fluorescence lifetimes are highly dependent on the aggregation state of conjugated 
systems, which ultimately determines the nature of exciton delocalization.
42 
Upon photon 
absorption, conjugated macromolecules may form intrachain (via extended -conjugated 
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sections) or interchain (via nearby chains coupling through space) excitons. Disorder in 
conjugated macromolecules results in exciton trapping, which disrupts delocalization, thereby 
giving rise to multiexponential decay behavior. We observe that fluorescence lifetimes for 
aligned DFAG nanostructures can be fit nearly to a single exponential and show a sharp 
fluorescence lifetime distribution around 2 ns (Figures 5.7a and 5.7c). This observation is 
consistent with a very distinct emissive state, not with a broad distribution of self-trapped states. 
In previous work, the spectral dynamics of oligopeptides with -conjugated cores formed in bulk 
solution was reported. It was observed that unaligned gels show multiexponential emission 
decays, with decay time scales ranging from 10-100 nanoseconds. The spectral decay dynamics 
of these unaligned gels are consistent with self-trapped exciton emission observed in amorphous 
semiconductors and semiconducting polymers. Finally, as control experiments, we performed 
FLIM measurements of unaligned DFAG gels that show a broad distribution of fluorescence 
lifetimes consistent with disordered systems (Figures 5.7b and 5.7d).  
5.4 Conclusions 
In this work, we demonstrate efficient and reliable aligned supramolecular assembly of 
synthetic oligopeptides using microscale extensional flows. Simultaneous optical and spectral 
determination of nanostructure alignment provides a rapid and cost-effective fabrication 
approach. Alignment of -conjugated molecular moieties can give rise to materials properties 
with desirable electronic transport behavior. Our microfluidic platform allows for the formation 
and disassembly of multiple, parallel aligned nanostructures, thus facilitating integration of these 
structures into electronic and optoelectronic devices. Real-time characterization of synthetic 
oligopeptide assembly kinetics using confocal microscopy along with structural determination 
via IR-visible sum frequency generation spectroscopy will further our understanding of 
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supramolecular assembly in planar extensional flows. Beyond synthetic oligopeptides, our 
platform may prove useful to assemble and orient a wide array of small molecules, oligomers, 
and polymers. In addition, more complex microfluidic architectures may facilitate fabrication of 
hybrid nanostructures consisting of multiple polymer species, thereby opening up the possibility 
to tune functional behavior via hydrodynamic forces. In this way, tailored microfluidic 
technologies are poised to play a key role in controlled assembly of synthetic oligopeptide 
nanostructures for materials engineering applications.  
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 5.5 Figures and Tables  
                                                                                                                                                  
Figure 5.1 Structure and bulk spectral properties of synthetic oligopeptides with -conjugated 
cores. (a) Schematic and chemical structure of HO-DFAA-OPV-AAFD-OH (DFAA) and HO-
DFAG-OPV-GAFD-OH (DFAG). Both oligopeptides contain oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) 
(OPV) cores and are flanked by symmetric amino acid sequences designated by one-letter codes. 
(b) DFAA and DFAG form unaligned networks under acidic conditions resulting in 
hypsochromic absorption (black) and quenched emission (red), pH > 8 (dashed) and pH < 2  
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Figure 5.1 (cont.) 
(solid). (c) Dispensing DFAA and DFAG through a pipette tip into a pool of HCl at variable 
concentrations (10 mM – 1000 mM) results in one-dimensional macrostructure formation with a 
bathochromic shift in emission. Macrostructures do not form when dispensed by a pipette into 
pH 5 (water) or pH 7 buffered solutions.   
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Figure 5.2 Microfluidic platform for synthetic oligopeptide nanostructure formation. (a)  
Photograph and optical micrograph of the experimental microfluidic setup. For display, the 
channels of the microfluidic device are filled with an orange dye. An optical micrograph of the 
microchannel junction with red dye flow-focused in water shows experimental conditions used 
for nanostructure assembly. Inset: overall view of microfluidic device with microchannel 
junction designated. (b) Fluidic-directed assembly of synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures. At 
time t = 0 seconds, a 0.1 mM synthetic oligopeptide monomer stream and a 10 mM HCl stream 
converge at the microchannel junction, thereby forming the initial aligned nanostructure. (c) At 
later times (t = 26 seconds), a bright fluorescent structure forms, thereby signifying the formation  
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Figure 5.2 (cont.) 
of an aligned nanostructure. Fluorescence intensity analysis using line cut scans show an increase 
in emission intensity, which denotes nanostructure formation.  
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Figure 5.3 Reversible assembly and disassembly of synthetic oligopeptide nanostructures. (a) 
Multiple parallel nanostructures are produced by positioning the fluid-fluid interface via 
modulating relative volumetric flow rates of the synthetic oligopeptide monomer and acid 
streams. By decreasing the volumetric flow rate of synthetic oligopeptide monomer relative to 
the acid stream, additional aligned nanostructures can be produced. Fluorescence intensity line 
cut scans show the formation of the additional aligned nanostructures. (b) Increasing the 
volumetric flow rate of the synthetic oligopeptide stream relative to the acid stream results in the 
submersion of the initial nanostructure into pH 7 synthetic oligopeptide monomer solution 
triggering the disassembly. A new aligned nanostructure is formed at the resulting fluid-fluid 
interface. 
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Figure 5.4 Fluorescence microscopy image of single DFAG nanostructures. DFAG 
nanostructures are assembled at the cross-slot. Next, the flow is then turned off and the 
nanostructures are allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. The length varies from 10 – 100 µm 
with diffraction limited widths.   
100 µm 
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Figure 5.5 In situ spectral characterization of DFAA and DFAG aligned nanostructures. In situ 
real-time emission spectrum of (a) DFAA and (b) DFAG were conducted under basic (pH 7) and 
acidic (pH 2) conditions. (a) At pH 2, DFAA forms aligned nanostructures that result in 
quenched emission along with the appearance of a vibronic structure (red curve) indicative of the 
formation of aligned material. (b) At pH 2, DFAG aligned nanostructures also result in quenched 
emission along with a bathochromic shift consistent with the gel and pipette dispensed 
macrostructures. (c,d) Laser excited fluorescence polarization microscopy is used to confirm that 
nanostructure alignment is correlated to the extensional flow axis (outflow axis). (c) DFAG 
nanostructure shows excitation polarization dependent emission with an increased fluorescence 
intensity perpendicular to the extensional flow (outflow) axis compared to the (d) fluorescence  
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Figure 5.5 (cont.) 
intensity with excitation polarized parallel to the extensional flow (outflow) axis. The 
polarization dependence is consistent with aligned nanostructures stacked in an “H aggregate 
type” geometry.  
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Figure 5.6 Polarization images of the collected nanomaterials were captured on a Zeiss Axiovert 
A1 Materials microscope fitted with a Zeiss 50x/0.75NA EC Epiplan HD objective. The system 
is fitted with a polarizer slider for the transmitted light condenser and an analyzer slider, both 90 
degree rotatable. The images through the crossed polarizers were captured with a color CCD 
camera. 
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Figure 5.7 Electronic characterization of DFAG using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 
(FLIM). (a) Flow-aligned DFAG nanostructures fit nearly a single exponential decay with a 
narrow lifetime distribution peaked around 2-2.5 ns, as shown in part (c). (b) Unaligned DFAG 
gels exhibit a broad lifetime distribution, as shown in (d), which is indicative of a 
morphologically disordered electronic network. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYNTHESIS AND SELF-ASSEMBLY OF DNA BASED BLOCK 
COPOLYMERS 
6.1 Introduction 
Hybrid biomaterials represent a new class of materials consisting of both synthetic and 
natural components, thereby merging the unmatched sequence control and self-assembly abilities 
of biological polymers with the chemical diversity of synthetic polymers.
1-4
 These materials are 
expected to play a critical role in supramolecular assembly of advanced materials with 
applications in encapsulation for drug delivery and catalysis, surfactants for emulsions, and 
materials for chemical separation. In particular, amphiphilic DNA block copolymers (DBCs) are 
very interesting due to systematic control of length and sequence of the DNA block along with 
composition of the synthetic block.
5
 Previous, investigations have shown amphiphilic DBCs are 
able to spontaneously form supramolecular structures, including micelles and vesicles.
6-8
 In the 
aforementioned studies, solid-phase synthesis is implemented to produce the DNA block thus 
limiting the length to 50 nucleotides and below. Resulting structures are probed with bulk 
measurements like dynamic light scattering or high-resolution methods like scanning or atomic 
force microscopy. However, in order to directly observe and probe dynamics of amphiphilic 
DBC supramolecular assembly it is necessary to overcome this limitation and increase the DNA 
block size to above the diffraction limit for fluorescence microscopy (~250 nm). In an 
investigation by Herrmann et. al., polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was utilized to produce 
amphiphilic DBCs with DNA blocks up to 1, 578 nucleotides in length.
9-10
 However, no 
systematic evaluation of amphiphilic DBC assembly has been accomplished.  
To this end, we designed a synthesis platform to produce DNA-PS block copolymers for 
supramolecular assembly investigations. We employed the template-directed synthesis method 
PCR to produce monodisperse long-chain DNA polymers (contour lengths ranging from .34 – 
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10.2 µm) with single 5’-DBCO reactive sites. Subsequently, DBCO-DNA polymers are coupled 
with azide-terminated PS using copper free “click” chemistry to generate the final DNA-PS 
block copolymer architectures. In aqueous solution, the PS block drives assembly of particle-like 
structures. Overall, this synthetic method allows unprecedented control of production of 
monodisperse, high molecular weight hybrid DBCs with tunable control of segregation strength 
and molecular weight. 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
DNA synthesis 1kbp. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is implemented to produce monodisperse 
DNA with 5’-DBCO modifications for attaching azide-terminated PS. The 1 kbp backbone 
length is enzymatically amplified in the presence of -phage DNA (20 ng, New England 
BioLabs, 20 ng), reverse and forward primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, 5’-DBCO- 
CTGATGAGTT CGTGTCCGTACAACTGGCGTAATC, 5’- CCGGCAATACGACGGTTAC 
CCACCACAAGCA, 500 nM), dNTPs (New England BioLabs, 100 µM), 1X Thermopol buffer 
(New England BioLabs, 2 mM MgSO4), and .25 µL Taq DNA polymerase (New England 
BioLabs) using a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch Thermal cycler via the following protocol: 95 °C for 30 
seconds, [95 °C for 15 seconds, 64 °C for 30 seconds, 68 °C for 60 seconds] repeated 30X, 68 °C 
for 120 seconds. RCR amplicons are purified using an Vivacon 2 spin column (Vivaproducts, 
100,000 Da MWCO) at 2500 g for 50 minutes followed by 2500 g for 5 minutes in a Thermo 
Scientific Sorvall Legend RT+ centrifuge. Final concentrations were determined via absorption 
at 254 nm using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer.  
 
DNA synthesis 10, 20, 30 kbp. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is implemented to produce 
monodisperse DNA with 5’-DBCO modifications for attaching the azide-terminated PS. Desired 
backbone lengths (10,052, 20,052, 30,000 bp) are enzymatically amplified in the presence of -
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phage DNA (20 ng, New England BioLabs, 20 ng), reverse and forward primers (Integrated 
DNA Technologies, 5’-DBCO- CTGATGAGTT CGTGTCCGTACAACTGGCGTAATC, 
10,052 bp: 5’-ATACGCTGTATTCAGCAACACCGT CAGGAACACG, 20,052 bp: 5’- 
GTGCACCATGCAACATGAATAACAGTGGGTTATC, 30,000 bp: GAAAGTTATCGCTAG 
TCAGTGGCCTGAAGAGACG, 400 nM)
31
, dNTPs (New England BioLabs, 500 uM), 1X 
tuning buffer with Mg
2+ 
(5 PRIME, PCR Extender System), and .4 µL PCR extender polymerase 
mix (5 PRIME, PCR Extender System) using a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch Thermal cycler via the 
following protocol: 10,052 bp (93 °C for 3 min [93 °C for 15 sec, 62 °C for 30 sec, 68 °C for 8 
min] repeated 10X, 20 sec increase in extension per cycle repeated 8X. 20,052 bp (93 °C for 3 
min [93 °C for 15 sec, 62 °C for 30 sec, 68 °C for 15 min] repeated 10X, 20 sec increase in 
extension per cycle repeated 8X. RCR amplicons are purified using an Vivacon 2 spin column 
(Vivaproducts, 100,000 Da MWCO) at 2500 g for 50 minutes followed by 2500 g for 5 minutes 
in a Thermo Scientific Sorvall Legend RT+ centrifuge. Final concentrations were determined via 
absorption at 254 nm using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer. 
 
DNA-PS block copolymer synthesis. Strain-promoted [3 + 2] azide-alkyne cycloaddition 
(SPAAC) is used to produce DNA-PS block copolymers. DBCO-modified DNA polymers 
(concentration determined via absorption at 254 nm) are reacted with 10-fold molar excess 
azide-modified PS polymers (Sigma Aldrich, 15 kDa) for 48 hours at 37° C while shaking at 300 
RPM using a Thermo Scientific MaxQ 4000 shaker in an 4:1 tetrahydrofuran:ddH2O mixture. 
Finally, reactions are dialyzed for 24 hours in ddH2O at 4° C using Slide-A-Lyzer™ dialysis 
units (Thermo Scientific, 20 kDa MWCO).   
 
Agarose gel electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is used to characterize DNA polymer precursors 
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and DNA-PS block copolymers. Agarose gels (1 %) were run in 1X TAE buffer (Bio-Rad) via a 
Bio-Rad PowerPac Basic. DNA and DNA-PS block copolymer samples (10 µL) were pre-
stained with SYBR Gold nucleic acid gel stain (1X, Life Technologies) and run at 120 V for 30 
min. Agarose gels are imaged using an ethidium bromide filter using a Foto/Analyst FX 
(FotoDyne Incorporated). In all cases, samples are run on gels containing a 1 kB DNA ladder 
with  phage DNA as a size standard (New England BioLabs). 
 
 Fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was performed on an inverted microscope 
(Olympus IX-71) equipped with a 100x oil immersion objective lens (Olympus UPlanSApo, NA 
1.4) and an Andor Ixon EMCCD camera. The samples for imaging were prepared by labeling 1 
kb, 10 kb, 20 kb, 30 kb DNA samples and  DNA with YOYO-1 at a concentration of 1 μM 
YOYO-1 for 1 ng/ml of DNA. All samples were prepared in aqueous buffer comprising of 30 
mM Tris, 2mM EDTA and 5 mM NaCl. The prepared DNA solution (~10 μl) with a final 
concentration of 1 nM- 100 pM was sandwiched between clean (sonicated thrice with ethanol 
and washed with ddH2O) slide and coverslip with a double-sided sticky layer of 100 μm 
thickness. The DNA solution was enclosed in a circular chamber with 1 cm diameter for 
imaging. The DNA was imaged using 488 nm laser (50 mW SpectraPhysics Excelsior Laser) at 
5mW power with a 100x magnification and 1.6x additional zoom. The 488 nm optical path 
included absorptive neutral density filters (Thorlabs), a 488 nm long-pass dichroic mirror 
(ZT488rdc, Chroma), and a long-pass emission filter (BLP01-488R-25, Semrock).  Nile Red 
staining was done on same DNA samples with a concentration of 50-500 nM Nile Red. Imaging 
for Nile Red was done using 535 nm laser (140 m CrystalLaser) at 15 mW power with same 
magnification. The 535 nm optical path included an absorptive neutral density filter (ThorLabs), 
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535 nm long-pass dichroic mirror (FF650-Di01-25x36, Semrock), and long-pass emission filter 
(HQ665LP, Chroma). In both cases an exposure time of 30-100ms was used.  
 Dynamic light scattering. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is used to analyze the diameter of 
DNA-PS block copolymer supramolecular assemblies in ddH2O using a Malvern Zetasizer 
(Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer Nano ZSP). All measurements are taken using 633 nm laser and 
a material refractive index 1.59 and dispersant refractive index of 1.33.  
6.3 Results and Discussion 
In this work, we demonstrate the synthesis and supramolecular assembly of DNA-PS block 
copolymers and observe a correlation between DNA block length and resulting structure 
diameter.   We utilize a two-step synthesis scheme consisting of an enzymatic synthesis followed 
by copper free “click” chemistry to produce DNA-PS block copolymers (Figure 6.1). First, 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is implemented to generate DNA polymers with single 5’-
DBCO modifications that act as bioorthogonal reaction sites. PCR is a template-directed 
enzymatic synthesis method that produces monodisperse and sequence specific DNA polymers. 
Single 5’-DBCO reactive sites are easily incorporated by direct modification of either the reverse 
or forward primer oligonucleotide, thereby avoiding the need for enzymatic incorporation. 
Agarose gel electrophoresis is used to qualitatively assay production of DBCO-DNA polymers, 
which is indicated by the presence of a single band at the desired molecular weight. For example, 
a single band on the agarose gel shows the formation of 1 kbp DBCO-DNA polymer (Figure 
6.2). Along these lines, we are able to produce DBCO-DNA polymers with a variety of lengths 
for block copolymer formation.    
After characterization of the DBCO-modified DNA polymers, strain promoted [3 + 2] azide-
alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) was utilized to covalently attach a 15 kDa azide-terminated PS to 
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DBCO-DNA products, thus producing the DNA-PS block copolymers (Figure 6.1). SPAACs are 
model reactions for DNA modification because of bioorthogonality and high solvent and 
functional group tolerance.
11-13
 Using this approach, we produced DNA-PS block copolymers 
with 1, 10, 20, or 30 kbp DNA lengths. Following chemical synthesis, DNA-PS block 
copolymers were analyzed via agarose gel electrophoresis and showed no band compared to the 
unreacted DBCO-DNA polymer (Figure 6.3). We postulate that disappearance of the DBCO-
DNA polymer band denotes formation of DNA-PS block copolymers and assembled structures. 
These results are consistent with a previous investigation that showed reduction in 
electrophoretic mobility for ssDNA-PS block copolymers with 5-, 10-, and 25-mer 
oligonucleotide lengths, which is thought to be caused by the covalently attached of the polymer 
block as well as existence of assembled structures.
6
  
Supramolecular structures were formed by dialysis (MWCO = 20K, 24 h) of the THF 
solution containing the DNA-PS block copolymers (50 µL, 1 mg/mL) in ddH2O. After dialysis, 
solutions containing DNA-PS block copolymers became cloudy indicating formation of 
supramolecular structures. Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of DNA-PS solutions post 
dialysis showed no presence of DBCO-DNA polymers, which is consistent with structure 
formation (Figure 6.4). Next, we characterized the DNA-PS supramolecular structures using a 
combination of fluorescence microscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS).  The DNA-PS 
supramolecular structures were labeled with the nucleic acid stain YOYO-1 and imaged using 
fluorescence microscopy, which showed a dense layer of spherical particles for all DNA block 
lengths (Figure 6.5). Subsequently, the size distributions were measured in solution via DLS and 
show an increase in particle diameter as the DNA block length increased (Figure 6.5).  In this 
way, we produced spherical structures with tunable diameters that can be easily visualized via 
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fluorescence microscopy. Next, we labeled the 20 kbp and 30 kbp DNA-PS supramolecular 
structures with the hydrophobic intercalating dye Nile Red to visualize regions of high PS 
concentration. Via fluorescence microscopy, we observed high fluorescence intensity at the outer 
perimeter indicative of vesicle-like structures with size distributions comparable with DLS data 
(Figure 6.6).  
Finally, we increased the topological complexity and synthesized AB2 miktoarm stars 
consisting of one PS branch and two dsDNA branches. We began by linking a linear 
monofunctional azide-PS to the central monomer (corresponding to base 26) of a 51 base pair 
DBCO-dsDNA polymer. The AB2 miktoarm stars were labeled with the nucleic acid stain 
YOYO-1 and visualized via fluorescence microscopy, which showed a layer of particle like 
structures similar to those observed for the DNA-PS block copolymers (Figure 6.7).  
6.4 Conclusions 
In this work, we developed a synthesis platform to produce hybrid DNA block copolymers 
for supramolecular assembly of particle-like structures. We utilized the template-directed 
synthesis method PCR to produce monodisperse long-chain DNA polymers (contour lengths 
ranging from .34 – 10.2 µm) with single 5’-DBCO reactive sites. Next, DBCO-DNA polymers 
are coupled with azide-terminated PS using copper free “click” chemistry to generate the final 
DNA-PS block copolymer architectures. DNA-PS block copolymers were analyzed via agarose 
gel electrophoresis, fluorescence microscopy and DLS and showed increasing diameters 
consistent with increasing DNA block lengths. Overall, this synthetic method allows 
unprecedented control of production of monodisperse, high molecular weight hybrid DNA block 
copolymers with tunable control of segregation strength and molecular weight.  
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Future investigations will focus on developing a molecular-level understanding of dynamics 
and assembly of hybrid DNA block copolymers using a combination of single molecule 
visualization and computational methods. Our synthetic approach will enable direct visualization 
of single hybrid DNA block copolymer chains for fundamental studies of block copolymer 
dynamics in industrially relevant flow fields. In addition, we will be able to directly observe and 
characterize the dynamics of micelle assembly.        
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6.5 Figures and Tables  
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic of synthesis method for DNA-PS block copolymer formation. Template-
directed synthesis is used to incorporate 5’- dibenzocyclooctyne (DBCO) modification via one of 
the primer oligonucleotides, thus enabling precise placement of a single bioorthogonal reactive 
site. Next, azide-terminated polystyrene (red) is attached to the DNA (black) via copper-free 
“click” chemistry, thereby generated the final block copolymer architecture.   
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Figure 6.2 (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis analysis of the 1 kbp DNA (1,212 bp) with the single 
5’-DBCO modification. Lane 1: 1 kbp DNA with 5’-DBCO modification. Formation is indicated 
by the presence of a single band around the 1kbp ladder marker.   
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Figure 6.3 Syntheses of DNA-PS block copolymer architectures with DNA lengths ranging from 
1 kbp – 30 kbp. (a) Agarose gel electrophoresis of 1 kbp, 20 kbp and 30 kpb DNA-PS block 
copolymers. Lane 1: 1 kbp DNA precursor with 5’-DBCO modification. Lane 2: 1 kbp DNA-PS 
block copolymer. Lane 3: 20 kbp DNA precursor with 5’-DBCO modification. Lane 4: 20 kbp 
DNA-PS block copolymer. Lane 4: 30 kbp-PS block copolymer. Block copolymer formation is 
denoted by disappearance of the DNA band. (b) Agarose gel electrophoresis of 10 kbp DNA-PS 
block copolymers. Lane 1: 10 kbp DNA precursor with 5’-DBCO modification. Lane 2: 10 kbp 
DNA-PS block copolymer. Block copolymer formation is denoted by the disappearance of the 
DNA band.    
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Figure 6.4 Supramolecular assembly of DNA-PS block copolymers. (a) Agarose gel 
electrophoresis analysis of 1 kbp, 20 kbp, and 30 kbp DNA-PS block copolymers post dialysis. 
Lane 1: 1 kbp DNA-PS. Lane 2: 20 kbp DNA-PS. Lane 3: 30 kbp DNA-PS. Structure formation 
denoted by the absence of DNA bands.  
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Figure 6.5 Characterization of DNA-PS supramolecular assembly. (a) 1 kbp DNA-PS. Top: 
Fluorescence image of DNA-PS block copolymers labeled with the nucleic acid stain SYTOX 
Green show formation of structures with diameters around 1 µM. Bottom: Dynamic light 
scattering indicates DNA-PS structures have an average diameter of 1 µM. (b) 20 kbp DNA-PS. 
Top: Fluorescence image of DNA-PS block copolymers labeled with the nucleic acid stain 
SYTOX Green show formation of structures with diameters around 2 µM. Bottom: Dynamic 
light scattering indicates DNA-PS structures have an average diameter of 3 µM. (c) 30 kbp 
DNA-PS. Top: Fluorescence image of DNA-PS block copolymers labeled with the nucleic acid 
stain SYTOX Green show formation of structures with diameters around 3 µM. Bottom: 
Dynamic light scattering indicates DNA-PS structures have an average diameter of 4 µM. A 
combination of fluorescence microscopy and DLS show the resulting structure diameter 
increases with increasing size of the DNA block and the range of structure diameters broadens.   
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Figure 6.6 Fluorescence microscopy characterization of DNA-PS block copolymer 
supramolecular assemblies stained with Nile Red. (a) 20 kbp DNA-PS structures are stained with 
the hydrophobic intercalating dye Nile Red. (b) 30 kbp DNA-PS structures are stained with the 
hydrophobic intercalating dye Nile Red. An increase in dye concentration is observed at the 
outer perimeter of both DNA-PS structures indicative of a vesicle-like structure.    
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Figure 6.7 Synthesis of AB2 miktoarm star architectures with 15 kDa PS branches. (a) AB2 
miktoarm star architectures were labeled with the nucleic acid stain SYTOX Green and 
subsequently characterized via fluorescence microscopy. The representative fluorescence image 
displays similar structure formation compared to the DNA-PS block copolymers, but with an 
average structure diameter below 1 µM. (b) Schematic of the AB2 miktoarm star architecture 
with a single PS branch radiating from the central monomer of a 51 bp DNA backbone.  
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